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BEST-SELLERS	2016	
Christophe Boltanski 

LA CACHE  
(The Hideout) 

Stock, August 2015, 344 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in Germany (Hanser Verlag), the Netherlands 
(Cossee), USA (University of Chicago Press), Italy 
(Celerio) and Romania (Casa Cartii de Stiinta). 

◊ Offers from Bulgaria, Serbia & Czech Republic!! 

◊ Movie rights sold! 

◊ Awarded the Prix Femina 2015 and the Prix des Prix 2015! 

◊ 80,000 copies sold!!! 

◊ Was in the final selection for the Prix Médicis and the Prix 
Renaudot and was long-listed for the Prix Interallié. 

◊ Like Georges Perec’s Tales Of Ellis Island, this funny and 
affectionate autobiographical narrative about a man 
searching for his own identity goes in search of the history 
of a family that has tried to erase every trace of its own 
past. 

◊ An elegantly ironic writing style that intertwines 
descriptions of the characters to a place, as if the author 
were trying to anchor a rootless family. 

◊ Complex, multi-facetted characters described seriously, but 
with humor, too. Christophe Boltanski’s journalistic style 
grants their story factual and historical depth. 

In a similar vein to Georges Perec, Christophe Boltanski offers readers an 
extremely moving first novel about the story of his family, Jews who 
emigrated from Russia to Paris at the turn of the last century. From the 
massacres of Odessa to their support for the Algerian Liberation Front, the 
author looks back over almost a century of history, including both World 
Wars, the Shoah and the Occupation. 

Upon arriving in France, the Boltanskis move into an apartment on Rue de 
Grenelle, which they immediately start calling “The Hideout.” At once a refuge 
and a prison, it protects the family from anti-Semitism while cutting them off 
from the outside world. The apartment’s complicated layout and many nooks 
and crannies are like symbols of past suffering endured. Described one by one, 
each member of the family is shrouded in mystery; between their murky pasts 
and their multiple identities, they are like pieces of a puzzle that can’t be solved.  

With restraint and a dash of self-deprecating humor, the narrator manages to 
follow the path of events the family lived through in order to recompose his 
family’s painful and fragile history.  

Christophe Boltanski is a journalist and war reporter for the national daily 
Libération and the magazine Le Nouvel Observateur. His previous book MINERAIS DE 
SANG (“Minerals of Blood”, Gallimard, 2014) was an investigation into modern slavery. 
LA CACHE is his first novel. 

“The incarnate portrait of the Boltanski family, both peculiar and 
fascinating” — Livres Hebdo 
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Olivier Bourdeaut 

EN ATTENDANT BOJANGLES  
(Waiting for Bojangles) 

Finitude, January 2016, 160 pages 

 
 

◊ English sample chapter available! 

◊ Rights available in Albania, Croatia, Estonia, 
Georgia, Macedonia, Serbia and Slovenia. 

◊ 245,000 copies sold! 

◊ Rights sold in Germany (Piper), Spain and Spanish world 
(Salamandra), Catalan (Salamandra), Italy (Neri Pozza), 
Denmark (Jensen & Dalgaard), Sweden (Sekwa), 
Netherlands (Wereld Bibliotheek), Bulgaria (Colibri), 
Czech Republic (Albatros Media), Hungary (Magveto), 
Portugal (Guerra & Paz), Korea (Jaeum & Moeum), US 
and English world (Simon & Schuster), Israel (Kinneret), 
China (Shangai 99), Brazil (Autentica), Norway 
(Cappelan), Romania (Nemira), Turkey (Epsilon), Poland 
(WAB Foksal), Slovakia (Ikar), Latvia (Janis Roze), 
Lithuania (Lithuanian Writer’s association), Japan (Shuei 
Sha), Finland, Greece (Stereoma) and Russia (Phantom 
Press)! 

◊ French pocket rights preempted (Folio)!! 

◊ Awarded the Grand Prix RTL-LIRE, the Prix des 
Etudiants France Culture-Télérama and the Prix du 
Roman France-Televisions. 

◊ A wacky family whose madness is so appealing it’s almost 
contagious. 

◊ An exuberantly madcap saga that will make readers want 
to enter the characters’ unlikely world, on the verge of 
insanity. 

◊ Colorful writing that switches easily between humor and 
emotion: readers will swing delightfully from laughter to 
tears, from the first to the last page.  

The wacky tale of an extraordinary couple, for which every day has to be 
special, seen through their only child innocent eyes. 

Along with his whimsical mom who changes names every day and his writer 
father who is as surprising as he is unpredictable, the narrator lives in an 
apartment filled with weird and wonderful objects, overseen by a demoiselle 
crane. Every day, his parents dance to Nina Simone’s “Mister Bojangles” over 
and over, in front of their spellbound son. They have deliberately chosen to turn 
their backs on adult responsibilities in order to enjoy a sometimes risky 
spontaneity. But the real world finally catches up with them. When the family 
gets into trouble with administrative services, the mother slides into true 
madness, and is committed against her will. The threesome is introduced to the 
surprising and sometime hilarious world of insanity, with all sorts of borderline 
and unusual people. Willing to do anything to get her out of there, the father 
and son foment a tremendous kidnapping. Readers will follow them into this 
unusual but marvelous adventure. 

Olivier Bourdeaut was born in 1980 in a house with no television, so he has 
been a voracious reader since a very young age. He hesitated for a long time before he 
decided to write, because he felt so puny compared to the writers on his bookshelf. But a 
“surge of megalomania” (in his own words) allowed him to finish his first novel, 
“Waiting for Bojangles”. 
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Philippe Claudel 
L’ARBRE DU PAYS TORAJA 

(The Toraja People’s Tree)  
Stock, January 2016, 216 pages 

 

◊ China (Shanghai Translation), Denmark (Arvids), Italy 
(Ponte Alle Grazie), Germany (Thiele), the Netherlands 
(De Bezige Bij), Portugal (Porto), Spain (Salamandra), 
Sweden (Norstedts), Taiwan (Ecus) and UK (MacLehose 
Press). 

◊ �Rights under offer in Israel! 

◊ �Philippe Claudel’s latest novel is to some extent his Grande 
Bellezza.  

 “What are the living? At first glance, it seems so obvious. Separating the 
living from the dead. Being among the living. Being alive. But what does 
being alive really mean? When I breathe and walk, when I eat, or dream, 
or urinate, am I fully alive? What’s the highest level of living?” 

A filmmaker half way through his life loses his closest friend who is also his 
producer, the funny, unsettling Eugène. Drifting between two glorious women, 
between the past and the present, amid memories of dearly loved faces and 
dazzling unexpected encounters, Kundera in a hospital café, Piccoli with his 
explosive laugh, the narrator considers “the place death has in our lives”. And 
so Eugène’s tomb becomes a promise of life, and we manage to escape 
melancholy in order to be reconciled with ourselves. 

Philippe Claudel is the author of Grey Souls (LES AMES GRISES, winner of 
the 2003 Prix Renaudot and translated in more than 30 countries), Monsieur Linh and 
His child (LA PETITE FILLE DE MONSIEUR LINH, Stock 2005), Brodeck’s 
Report (LE RAPPORT DE BRODECK, winner of the 2007 Goncourt des lycéens) 
and L’ENQUÊTE (Stock, 2010). He has directed four feature films, notably I’ve Loved 
You so Long (IL Y A LONGTEMPS QUE JE T’AIME) with Elsa Zylberstein and 
Kristin Scott Thomas, which won two César awards. 

“A meditation on the fragility of existence.” — Paris Match  

“A masterpiece.” — Le Parisien 

“His writing might have never been more beautiful, more lucid.” —
L’Express 

“This story, supported by a fine writing style and full of imagery, is 
tremendously lively.” — Elle  

“A compelling and remarkably written novel that one will close with regret.” 
— Version Femina 

“There is some darkness in these pages, though a luminous darkness, same 
as in LES ÂMES GRISES.” —Paris Match 
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Lorraine Fouchet 
ENTRE CIEL ET LOU  

(In Lou’s Twilight) 
Héloïse d’Ormesson, March 2016, 432 pages 

 
 

◊ Rights sold in Germany (Hoffmann und Campe/ Atlantik 
(Daniel Kampa), Spain/Castillan (Roca Editorial), 
Spain/Catalan (La Campana), Italy (Garzanti), Poland 
(Media Rodzina) and the Netherlands (Nieuw 
Amsterdam). 

◊ Awarded the Prix Bretagne. 

◊ The setting on the island of Groix, which is reminiscent of 
The Guernsey Literary and Potato-Peel Pie Society for the 
friendly solidarity and the island atmospherics. 

◊ The multiple points of view make for a very lively 
narrative, one that will make readers feel very close to the 
characters. 

◊ A novel that reminds readers about the most fundamental 
values: love, a sense of humor, and communication. 

◊ With this good family saga filled with laughs, disputes and 
love that is a veritable page turning and feel good book, the 
author touches each of us and will warm up our long winter 
evenings.  

◊ The author's previous novels have already been translated 
in Germany (Lübbe), Italy (Garzanti), Greece (Horizon) 
and Slovakia. 

In the charming setting of the Île of Groix, off the coast of Brittany, a 
widower has been tasked by his deceased wife with making their children 
happy: he'll do his best. 

Lou, 56, has just passed away, leaving her widowed husband, Jo, in deep 
despair. Even her children and grandchildren feel like orphans, because Lou 
was the keystone of the family. In her will, she sets a final challenge for Jo: do 
whatever it takes to make their children happy. It won’t be easy for this former 
cardiologist who had returned to his native island for a peaceful retirement in 
the company of his wife and his old friends. He was no longer very close to his 
children, whose lives he doesn’t really understand. But he has no choice but to 
honor Lou’s memory, and her last wish. 

Between a self-defensive son and a broken-hearted daughter, it’s a difficult 
mission… but one that reserves him some pleasant surprises as well. It’s never 
too late to reconnect, and their family bonds will be strengthened by the ordeals 
they face together. Lou will have gotten what she wanted: making sure her 
whole family is happy, even without her.  

Lorraine Fouchet was born in 1956 in Neuilly-sur-Seine. She’s a writer, a 
screenwriter and also a doctor. ENTRE CIEL ET LOU is her seventeenth novel.  

« Voilà ce qui s’appelle un roman tonique et revigorant (…) qui ferait un 
excellent scénario pour unecomédie romantique à la française. Parce qu’il y 
a plein de bons sentiments, des paysages superbes ; beaucoup d’amour. Et, 
évidemment, un happy end. » – Sud Ouest 
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Dalila Heuse 
LA PUDEUR DES SENTIMENTS 

(Emotional Restraint) 
 Fayard, June 2016, 304 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in Slovenia (Mohorjeva). 

◊ Three interwoven stories whose shared plot keeps readers 
on tenterhooks until the very last page. 

◊ A simple and restrained writing style that portrays the 
atrocities suffered without resorting to voyeurism, and 
focuses on the character’s extraordinary courage. 

◊ A true story, right up to the author’s mailing the novel to 
her own father.  

With overwhelming sincerity, the author renders the incredible life story of 
a little girl, a victim of incest, who rises above her pain and suffering to 
build a full life as a woman.  

One day, Louis Hanotte, a painter in his seventies who has been amnesiac for 
over 15 years, receives a package in the mail: an autobiographic novel by a 
woman whose name means nothing to him. His curiosity aroused, he abandons 
his canvases and becomes absorbed by the book. In it, Doriane Hector 
describes how her father – a violent and authoritarian man who destroyed their 
family – abused her from the time she was five years old. Deeply affected by the 
book, Louis desperately wants to know what his connection to the unknown 
author of the book could be.  

At the same time, in an intensive care unit, Léa, a businesswoman in her fifties, 
is fighting for her life after a terrible car accident. Her mother, Marie, watches 
over her with supernatural devotion. The two women can finally speak to each 
other after years of leaving the most important things unspoken. 

A message of hope for everyone who has been damaged by life, this novel, 
written with great restraint, shows how with courage, determination and a 
mother’s love, human beings are capable of rising above everything, including 
the unspeakable. 

Born in Belgium, Dalila Heuse is in her fifties. LA PUDEUR DES 
SENTIMENTS is her first novel. 

“A novel that really hits you in the gut” – Sylvie, book-lover 

 “A lushly intense text and a beautiful writing style for a first novel.” – 
Elsa, book-lover 

“Readers will be carried away on a deep flood of feeling; the book’s sincerity 
is both overwhelming and upsetting.” – Théo, book-lover 
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Catherine Poulain 
LE GRAND MARIN  

(The Great Mariner) 
L’Olivier, February 2016, 368 pages 

 

◊ N°38 on the bestseller’s list after 29 weeks among the 
bestsellers!! 

◊ 92,000 copies sold! 

◊ Rights are sold in Germany (btb Verlag), Spain (Lumen 
Penguin Random House), Italy (Neri Pozza), Russia 
(Family Leisure Club/Hemiro), Israel (Keter), China 
(Shanghai 99), UK (Jonathan Cape/Penguin Random 
House), the Netherlands (Cossee), Poland (Wydawnictwo 
Literackie), Romania (Polirom). 

◊ Awarded the Prix Marc Orlan and the Prix Joseph Kessel. 

◊ Was shortlisted for the Goncourt du Premier Roman, Prix 
France-Inter, Prix Orange du livre 2016 and Prix Ouest-
France Étonnants voyageurs! 

◊ Through Lili’s hectic life, we are shown a slice of life of 
these extreme and passionate fishermen, with unique 
stories and pasts. 

◊ A raw novel, which brings to light the feelings of a woman 
with a very strong temperament and her living conditions 
in a almost exclusively male environment. 

◊ We discover an unknown, rough and dangerous activity so 
close to nature, and surrounded by beautiful landscapes. 

In a remote place in Alaska, Lili Colt wants to take her fate in her own 
hands. She wants to fish night and day, despite dangerous and rough 
working conditions. 

All her life she had been dreaming of leaving for good. Her family, her home, 
her life. She became a runaway. Now, at the end of a long journey, she is in 
Kodiak, a harbour in Alaska, trying to embark on one of the ships that go 
fishing – black cod, crab, halibut – in the Bering Sea. The adventure begins and 
the shock is brutal. Sleeping on the deck; withstanding the freezing cold, the 
salt that eats her skin; facing fear, injuries, exhaustion. When the boats put 
ashore, she stays with the men, in the bars, strip clubs and shabby motels where 
they are used to hang around, waiting for the next voyage. 

And then she meets the Great Mariner. He would like her to join him to 
Hawaii, unfortunately Lili’s mind is set on the northernmost spot of Alaska: 
Point Barrow. She is torn between her love for this mysterious man, whose 
weaknesses deeply move her, and her passion for freedom and fishing, like a 
drug she can’t resist.  

Catherine Poulain has been living on the road and on the sea for most of her 
life. Employed in fish farms in Iceland and as a farm worker in Canada, she also worked 
as a barmaid in Hong Kong, and in naval shipyards in the U.S. She spent 10 years 
fishing in Alaska before coming back to France, where she was born. She now shares 
her time as a shepherd and a laborer in vineyards. Le Grand Marin is her first novel. 

« Premier roman de Catherine Poulain, Le grand marin est un 
magnifique roman d'apprentissage et d'aventures, porté par une langue 
authentique et belle. » — Librairie Mollat  
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Nicolas Robin 
ROLAND EST MORT 

(Roland Is Dead) 
Anne Carrière, March 2016, 250 pages 

 

  

 
◊ Rights sold in Germany (Blanvalet). 

◊ French pocket rights sold after auction to: Le Livre de 
Poche. 

◊ 12,000 copies sold! 

◊ A fascinating and endearing character: disillusioned and 
misanthropic, he’s actually a broken man suffering from 
loneliness. 

◊ A surprising imagination combined with an immense 
sensitivity that offers unexpected situations. 

◊ A novel unlike any other. 

An outstanding novel in which the narrator shares both his thoughts and 
setbacks with self-derision and irony.  

Roland is dead. Fallen headlong in the poodle’s dog biscuit bag, firemen found 
him eight days later. They removed the body and got rid of his dog by giving it 
to the next-door neighbour: an almost forty-years-old unemployed man who 
feels very lonely. This one can’t say he really knew Roland but he should have 
guessed something was wrong since he hadn’t heard Mireille Mathieu’s songs 
for days! 

First he gets his dog and then his ashes, wondering what he could do with that. 
He’ll try to do all his best to get rid of it but deep down inside, he knows that he 
feels much better since Roland, even if he’s dead, arrived in his life.  

Nicolas Robin was born in 1976. He works in the tourist industry and travels 
the world. He has already published two books, BEBE REQUIN and SUPER 
TRAGIQUE. 

“An exceptional novel, captivating, throbbing, with unexpected twists and 
turns.” – Télé Z � 

“Between a huis-clos and a road movie, this cynical yet tender comedy probes 
the theme of solitude with great delicacy. Droll, sincere, bathed in emotion 
(...) A gem.” – Metronews 

“Behind the often laconic style, sensitivity is always lying in ambush in this 
extremely original novel.” – L’Express � 

“Outstandingly well-written, packed with natural mischief and a delightful 
imagination.” – Le Parisien 

“A treasure of black humour.” – Paris Match � 

“The wit is sparkling, with a touch of ferocious irony that occasionally 
pauses to let a gleam of poignant tenderness appear.” – Marie France 
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HIGHLIGHTS	2016	
Baptiste Beaulieu 

LA BALLADE  DE L’ENFANT GRIS 
 (The Ballad of Grey Child) 

Fayard/ Mazarine, September 2016,  400 pages  

 

◊ The story is told in elegantly intertwined voices: the 
doctor’s, as he tells his young patient fables to reassure 
him, as well as his mother’s life story; and the mother’s, via 
the diary. 

◊ A book in a similar vein to OSCAR AND THE LADY IN 
PINK, which draws readers into the world of a pediatric 
ward, with its codes and its imagination  

◊ The universal theme of the mother/child relationship – 
which all women will relate to – is handled with subtle 
insight. 

After ALORS VOUS NE SEREZ PLUS JAMAIS TRISTE (So, You’ll Never 
Be Sad Any More), here is the latest novel by Baptiste Baulieu, which 
stays true to the moving themes inspired by his experience as a doctor: 
the need to reassure both patients and their families, living in proximity 
with death, hospital life. 

Noah, nicknamed No', is a gray-skinned child suffering from an incurable blood 
disease. He is under the care of Jo', a pediatric intern, who he becomes very 

close to as his mother’s visits become more and more infrequent. Jo' decides to 
accompany the gray child in his final days, and No's mother agrees to confide 
the child to him. Guided by a diary she kept for Noah, Jo' starts an 
investigation that takes him from Rome to Jerusalem on the trail of that 
mysterious woman. In this way, he is able to explain his mother’s past and the 
circumstances of his own birth to the gray child. 

A plot that addresses difficult topics tactfully and intelligently: from discovering 
one’s sexuality to rape, religion and above all, how difficult it can be to accept 
the role of mother.   

30-year-old GP, Baptiste Beaulieu � is the author of the acclaimed ALORS 
VOILÀ: LES 1001 VIES DES URGENCES (Fayard, 2013), translated into fourteen 
languages and the winner of the Prix France Culture “Lire dans le Noir.” �His second 
novel, ALORS VOUS NE SEREZ PLUS JAMAIS TRISTE (Fayard, 2015), was 
awarded the 2016 Prix Méditerranéen des Lycéens. 
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Jean-Paul Dubois  
LA SUCCESSION 

(Inheritance) 
L'Olivier, August 2016, 240 pages 

 

◊ Ongoing offer from Italy! 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix Goncourt, Prix Landerneau, Prix 
Interallié, Prix Jean Giono and Prix du Roman des 
Étudiants France Culture-Télérama 2017. 

◊ 65,000 copies sold. 

◊ The book has already been reprinted, reaching 60,000 
printed copies. 

◊ The melancholic atmosphere, obsessive main character and 
elegant style are reminiscent of Paul Auster. 

◊ A novel that addresses the topic of euthanasia and the 
secrecy that surrounds it both dispassionately and 
insightfully. 

◊ The story of an unusual and intriguing family: the 
grandfather, who was Stalin’s doctor, kept a piece of the 
Soviet leader’s brain; the father was a former military 
doctor who wore shorts to his office. 

After LE CAS SNEIJDER, in his latest novel, Jean-Paul Dubois returns to 
his favorite themes, such as love, and life in the USA, and includes 

narrative elements that are recurrent in his work, like knowing winks 
shared with faithful readers. 

Florida in the 1980s, Paul Katrakilis is having the time of his life. Although he 
trained to be a doctor, he has chosen not to practice medicine, devoting himself 
full-time to his passion, chistera – a.k.a. jai alai – instead. But when his father, a 
doctor, commits suicide, he is forced to face subjects that he usually tries not to 
think about, like the suicides of his mother, uncle and grandfather; and the 
chilly to non-existent family life he had in France. Nevertheless, he winds up 
accepting his father’s medical practice by succession, and being confronted with 
a dark secret: his father practiced illegal euthanasia. Despite grave misgivings, 
he decides to follow suit. Slipping slowly into hallucinatory psychosis, he too, 
eventually succumbs to the temptation to kill himself.  

Jean-Paul Dubois portrays the slow descent of a man to whom nothing good 
ever happens, and who nevertheless agrees to accept the burden of a fate that 
he knows will lead to his own tragic end. A book that gives readers access to the 
psychology of a character who is almost entirely out-of-touch with reality: 
consuming passion, absolute love and madness, as well as resignation to his fate. 

Jean-Paul Dubois is a journalist, a writer and a prize-wining novelist. He won 
the Prix France-Télévisions for KENNEDY ET MOI (Le Seuil, 1996), the Prix Femina 
and the Prix du roman FNAC for UNE VIE FRANÇAISE (L’Olivier, 2004; “A French 
Life”, Penguin 2008). His novels have been translated into many languages. 

« Un roman sombre et drôle sur l’implacable reproduction des névroses 
familiales, la pelote basque et le cerveau de Staline. » – L’Humanité 

« Un roman d’une force totale, imprégné de cette distance élégante, comme 
une politesse extrême, marque de fabrique de son auteur. » – Le Parisien 

« On rit et on pleure de tout cela (…) On apprécie hautement l’exercice de 
funambule entre légèreté, cocasserie et gravité. » – Télérama  
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Négar Djavadi 
DÉSORIENTALE 

(Disoriental) 
Liana Levi, August 2016, 352 pages 

   
◊ Rights sold in Italy (E/O), US/UK (Europa). 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix Révélation de la SGDL and the 
Prix du Style. 

◊ Was longlisted for the Prix Fémina, Prix FNAC and Prix 
du Monde. 

◊ N°2 on the Datalib selling list, n°7 on the l'Express selling 
list!, n°14 in the Livres Hebdo bestselling list, n° 15 in the 
bookshops’ bestselling list! 

◊ The history of former Persia through the prism of several 
generations of a family that lived through – or was 
subjected to – the modern nation’s founding events, 
introducing us to a culture that is different from our own. 

◊ Fascinating events and figures from recent Iranian history 
that are little known in the Western world. 

◊ The book’s atmosphere allows readers to see the world 
through the narrator’s eyes: from idyllic, pre-revolutionary 
Iran, to life as a refugee, including the harrowing passage 
of the Turkish border, to Paris’s working-class 
neighborhoods – and other ones where anything goes – in 
the 1980s and 1990s. 

In a similar vein to Marjane Satrapi’s PERSEPOLIS and Virginie 
Despentes’ VERNON SUBUTEX, this book portrays Iran’s complicated, 
often wrenching history through the fate of a young Iranian woman who 
was forced by events to leave her country. 
 
Present-day Paris: Sitting in the waiting room at Cochin Hospital, Kimiâ, who 
is about to undergo artificial insemination, is thinking about her family history, 
from her paternal grandmother’s birth in a harem to her own escape from war-
torn Iran with her mother and sisters. In this way, she paints the portrait of a 
fascinating man, a politically committed journalist, and a fair-minded but 
taciturn person – her father – while telling the story of her native land through a 
description of the time when life was sweet there. Kimiâ also considers her own 
past, including her journey of self-discovery, and the reasons why she has 
decided to have a child with her girlfriend. 

Négar Djavadi offers readers a book brimming with social, political and identity 
issues, which reverberate brilliantly through the narrator’s memories, which she 
sifts through carefully, providing subtle touches that bring the characters and 
their world to life. 

Négar Djavadi is a screenplay writer and a film and stage director. 
DESORIENTALE is her first novel 

 
“The revelation of the new season.” Elle 

“One rarely reads such a strong first novel..” Grazia 

“A voice that enchants us as much as it grips us. ” Le Monde 

“A master stroke.” Psychologies “A romanesque saga.” Le Figaro 
littéraire 

“A devilishly romanesque story, full of deliciously oriental digressions.” 
Télérama  
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Laurent Gaudé 
ÉCOUTEZ NOS DÉFAITES 

(Listen to our Failings) 
Actes Sud, August 2016, 288 pages  

	
◊ Rights sold in Portugal (Porto Editora) and Italy (Edizioni 

E/O). 

◊ N°4 on the bestseller’s list! 

◊ A book that intertwines the voices and thoughts of five 
characters, both historical and fictive, with verve and 
finesse 

◊ A journey through critical moments of ancient and 
contemporary history: from the bloody battles of the 
American Civil War to Hannibal’s failed attempt to 
conquer Rome via ISIS’s destruction of archeological sites. 

◊ A confrontation of crucial fates, showing what led to and 
followed key personal or historical defeats. 

◊ Reflections on people’s relationship to their land, from the 
more circumscribed ancient world of conquests, to our 
more-globalized contemporary world, with its striking 
differences between countries 

Hannibal, General Grant, an Iraqi woman archaeologist, a French secret-
service agent, Haile Selassie… five characters from four different time 
periods, whose stories intertwine. We meet the characters at crucial points 

in their lives: a decisive battle, a turning point, a change of attitude towards 
their mission, the destruction of historic sites by ISIS… They all have to 
face defeats which they must overcome, or which will radically change 
their goals. They each have a powerful impact on their environment, their 
times and their lands, which also mark their own identities. Readers 
accompany them through a fateful period in their lives.  

Assem, a wearied French intelligence officer is sent to Beirut in search of a 
former member of the elite American commandos suspected of involvement in 
trafficking deals. He meets Mariam, an Iraqi archaeologist trying to save 
treasures from the museums of bombed cities, and the brevity of their time 
together is matched only by the seismic power of its impact. Their separate 
trajectories mirror each other and are punctuated by the epic tales of past 
heroes – General Grant crushing the Confederates, Hannibal marching on 
Rome, Haile Selassie standing up to fascist invaders... 

A troubled, melancholy novel that asserts the inanity of every war, and 
proclaims that only humanity and beauty are worth dying for. 

A writer of novels, short stories and plays, Laurent Gaudé won the Goncourt des 
Lycéens 2002 for La Mort du roi Tsongor and the Prix Goncourt 2004 for LE SOLEIL 
DES SCORTA. In 2010, OURAGAN was voted the bookshops’ favourite French novel 
of the “rentrée littéraire”. � His works are translated all over the world. All of his novels 
are published by Actes Sud, including his two last: DANSER LES OMBRES (January 
2015 /more than 65 000 copies sold) and POUR SEUL CORTÈGE (August 2012 /more 
than 100 000 copies sold). 

« Laurent Gaudé maîtrise l’art de mettre en scène de nombreux personnages 
que tout sépare en apparence, de les faire dialoguer et de tisser le tout en une 
trame romanesque qui n’a de complexe que l’apparence, tant est grande sa 
virtuosité.  » – Magazine Littéaire 

« Laurent Gaudé brasse subtilement les siècles et les guerres pour mieux 
comprendre l’Histoire et la folie contemporaine.  » – L’Express 

« Un roman poétique, stratégique, sensuel et radical. » – �Lire  
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Céline Minard  
LE GRAND JEU  
(The Grand Game) 

Rivages, August 2016, 192 pages 

 

◊ N°10 on the bestseller’s list! 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix Médicis. 

◊ In the final selection for the Prix des libraires of the city of 
Nancy and Point newspaper.  

◊ Was longlisted for the Prix Fémina and Prix Littéraire du 
Monde. 

◊ A book that examines both human relationships and the 
relationship between humans and their environment, 
focusing particularly on danger, risk-taking and body 
control.  

◊ The theme of going back to nature – which must be 
mastered but not domesticated – by living in the midst of 
hostile elements. 

◊ A classic literary trope of an individual withdrawing from 
human society, but with a modern twist: a woman with 
high-tech equipment (solar panels and top-of-the-line 
climbing gear) wants to live self-sufficiently on her own 
land. 

In a similar vein to FAILLIR ETRE FLINGUE (“Nearly Got Shot”), Céline 
Minard’s latest novel portrays the relationship that a woman who goes 
back to the land has with the land itself, which she needs to make her 
own. Having withdrawn from the society of men, she will still meet 
someone – an almost feral being.  

Buying land, building a shelter equipped with solar panels, cultivating her 
garden – these are the narrator’s goals. Her dream is to withdraw from the 
society of men and to live in total self-sufficiency. Yet she eventually realizes 
that her land is actually occupied by a strange woman called Dongbin, who 
lives amongst the elements and the animals. She barely speaks, but she drinks 
quite a bit. She is also a tightrope walker, and she teaches the narrator that skill. 
These two fiercely independent women will tame each other, weaving an 
unusual bond. Dongbin winds up daring the narrator to accept a challenge: 
cross a deep rift in the rocks on a strap high above the ground.  

This book’s spirit and plot make it almost impossible to put down: we follow the 
narrator as she sets up her homestead in the middle of nowhere, but we also 
watch as the bond between her and Dongbin grows, encounter after encounter. 

Céline Minard is a writer. She is the author of several novels, including LE 
DERNIER MONDE (“The Last World”, 2007), SO LONG LUISE (2011) and 
FAILLIR ETRE FLINGUE (2013), which won the 2013 Virilo Prize, and the 2014 
Livre Inter Prize. 

 “I advise everyone to take this book and retire to a peaceful, quiet place (...) 
to meditate upon its fortifying lessons.” Eric Chevillard, Le Monde Des 
Livres 

 “A powerful fable about solitude and mountains, Le Grand jeu confirms 
Céline Minard’s key position in our literary landscape.” – Livres-Hebdo 

 “This text [intertwines] poetry, meditation, symbolism, fantasy, and 
elevation of body and soul, in symbiosis with the animal realm.” – Pages 
Des Libraires 

 “A novel that is at once extremely physical and highly speculative, one in 
which Céline Minard asks nothing less than this most elementary question: 
how should we live?” – Telerama 
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Maud Mayeras 
LUX 
(Lux) 

Anne Carrière, October 2016, 380 pages 

 
◊ Maud Mayeras (HEMATOME 2006, REFLEX 2013) 

confirms her knack for noir thrillers with unpredictable 
endings. 

◊ A disturbing plot in which what seems obvious is in fact 
misleading, and no character is entirely black or white… 

◊ Chiseled language, with a detached, clinical quality that 
makes it both efficient and ambiguous. 

This is the story of a return, a sentence and a wave that rises on the 
horizon. 2016. Antoine Harelde arrives in Ceduna, the arid lands of South 
Australia. 

Twenty years before, he had spent a summer �in this little town in the middle of 
nowhere � and in the space of three months that marked the end of his teens, he 
encountered joy, friendship, love and horror. � Today he is a man. But he hasn’t 
forgotten, or forgiven, anything. � Justice takes on strange and disturbing colours 
in the light of the apocalypse. �  

A murderous promenade through an end-of-time setting, Lux is a novel that will 
confirm the reputation of a young author at the zenith of her art. 

Maud Mayeras is 34. LUX is �her third novel. After the success of REFLEX � 

(Anne Carrière, 2013 / Pocket, 2015), Maud � Mayeras’ new thriller is keenly awaited. 
Today she lives in Limoges.  
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Gilles Paris 
AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE COURGETTE 

(Autobiography of a Zucchini)  
Plon, October 2016, 224 pages 

 

◊ Awarded the 2016 Frankfurt Book Fair prize for the best 
international film adaptation in the category “kids and 
young adults”. 

◊ Rights sold in Italy (Piemme), Korea (Yolimwon 
Publishing) and Spain (Maeva Ediciones).  

◊ The film made headlines during the Cannes Film Festival: 
TF1’s evening news, Le Point magazine, Le Parisien 
newspaper, Elle, Télérama and more. 

◊ It came in 3rd in the international press’s list of best films at 
the 2016 Cannes Film Festival. 

◊ Rights to the film are already sold in Italy, South Korea, 
Hungary, Middle East, Vietnam, Sweden, Romania, 
Turkey, Taiwan, United States  

◊ Ongoing offers to the film from: Germany, Denmark, 
Norway, England. 

◊ Placed in a foster home, Zucchini learns about friendship 
and young love. With both sidesplitting laughter and a few 
tears, naivety and emotion, a novel about learning about 
life. 

A new edition of the novel for the release of the animated film, a hit at the 
most recent Cannes Film Festival!   

Zucchini is an intriguing nickname for a 9-year-old boy. Although his unique 
story is surprisingly universal: after his mother’s sudden death, Zucchini is 
befriended by a kind police officer Raymond, who accompanies Zucchini to his 
new foster home filled with other orphans his age. At first Zucchini struggles to 
find his place in this strange, at times, hostile environment. Yet with Raymond’s 
help and his newfound friends, Zucchini eventually learns to trust, finds true 
love and at last a new family of his own. 

Born in the suburbs of Paris in �1959, Gilles Paris has been working in 
communication and event-planning for over 20 years. His first novel PAPA ET 
MAMAN SONT MORTS (Mom and Dad are Dead), came �out in 1991. It was followed 
by: AUTOBIOGRAPHIE D’UNE COURGETTE (Autobiography of a Zucchini, 2002); 
AU PAYS DES KANGOUROUS (In the Land of Kangaroos, 2012), which won several 
literary prizes, and L’ÉTÉ DES LUCIOLES (The Firefly Summer, 2014). 
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Philip Quinn Morris  
MISTER ALABAMA 

Finitude, October 2016, 324 pages 

	

◊ Full original English text available! 

◊ Originally published by Random House in 1989. 

◊ Rooted in the unique workings of Southern American life.  

◊ Serious reflections on society meet dark comic tones and 
eccentric characters. 

◊ A mysterious death that slowly percolates throughout the 
novel. 

Alvin Lee Fuqua is a southern man born and bred, and a former Mr 
Alabama with the muscles to boot. Frustrated by the mussel diving 
business on the Tennessee River and still harbouring dreams of carving a 
career on the silver screen, Alvin decides to try and make it as Mr 
America. 

Friend and mentor to Alvin, Johnny Ray is the toughest guy in Beaulah Town. 
But after a heavy night drinking their favourite moonshine, Alvin and his 
friends wake up to find him unequivocally and inexplicably, dead. Struggling 
with the idea that Johnny Ray could die from the bends, Alvin finds himself at 
odds with his friends, his family and his own identity, and the question looms 
over him: what was Johnny Ray hiding and why did he die? 

Throwing himself back into what he knows best, exercise and bodybuilding, 
Alvin finds himself living with Donna and her two children, the volatile family 
of none other than Johnny Ray himself. Questioning who he is and caught up 
in the idea of obtaining the perfect body, Alvin Lee Fuqua’s story is one of how 
a southern guy’s dream pushes him to breaking point.  

In the rich storytelling tradition of Harry Crews and Pete Dexter, MISTER 
ALABAMA is a brawny, bawdy, blackly humorous first novel that marks the 
impressive debut of a unique voice in contemporary Southern fiction. 

“Phillip Quinn Morris’s novel Mussels has a voice and vision all its own. A 
compelling tale by a talent to watch. Buy the book; it does not disappoint.” – 
Harry Crews 

“A two-fisted novel, life on the edge of life. Phillip Quinn Morris’s people live 
by their wits, guile and courage. It’s no place for the weak spirited or high 
minded. His people are there to be known and admired as they take life on a 
bet with bad odds.” – Robert Olmstead 
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DISCOVERED	WRITER	
Inès Cagnati 

GÉNIE LA FOLLE  
(Crazy Génie) 

Denoël, November 2016, 240 pages  

 

◊ Was shortlisted for the 1976 Goncourt and the Femina, 
and won in 1977 the Deux Magots as well as the 1976 
Fiction Award. 

◊ Inès Cagnati’s debut novel, JOUR DE CONGÉ won the 
Roger Nimier Award in 1973. 

◊ Previously translated into Korean, Greek, Swedish, 
Serbian, and Slovenian. All rights have reverted to Denoël 
and are currently available. 

A powerfully moving text and a veritable ode to love between a daughter 
and her mother. 

Marie talks about her mother. Her mother, Génie, a daughter from a good 
family who was cast off and became an agricultural worker. Her mother with 
her terrible muteness that opposed everything and everyone, maliciousness, 
meanness, and indifference. Marie passionately and pathetically pursues the 
mystery of this silent shadow, a shadow that she awaits as night gathers and 
dreams of taking far away where she will be able to laugh once again. 

An intense and poignant tableau of almost terrifying beauty at the pinnacle of 
Inès Cagnati’s talent. 

Inès Cagnati (1937‐2007) is a French novelist. From a family of Italian 
immigrants, she grew up in a rural region in the South West France where her parents 
were farmers. After studying literature, she passed the French national exam to become 
a teacher. Her childhood in a rural setting as well as her struggle to integrate into society 
strongly influenced her works. One way or another, all four of her novels explore these 
themes. GÉNIE LA FOLLE, her second novel, received the Deux Magots Award in 
1977. 

“Everyone looks at a crazy woman on the loose, but a crazy woman who is 
locked away is forgotten.” 

 “One rarely reads a text as beautiful and as tragic as Génie la Folle. In her 
second novel, Inès Cagnati shows us the depth of her exceptional talent.” Le 
Nouvel Observateur �“This is a desperate book of chilling beauty, crisscrossed 
by thunderbolts of unproclaimed love.” – Télérama 

“Sober, modest, and serious without ever being bland, it is as if this book is 
interiorized. A beautiful piece of writing.” Les Echos �“Inès Cagnati awakens 
in each reader the buried awareness of the difficulty of being a child and that 
unspeakable solitude: a universal experience.” – Le Monde 
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Maurice Pons 
DÉLICIEUSES FRAYEURS 

(Delicious Frights)   
Le Dilettante, March 2006 160 pages  

 

◊ “Precise lyricism, theatrical gestures, a wording never flowery 
or muddled: in Pons everything helps in bringing out horror and 
cynicism (…) His short stories are like beads of sweat one feels 
along one’s spine.”  

◊ “Disturbing stories, spicy, played at a brisk, until the scathing 
final resolution. He never puts a foot wrong.”  

◊ “A wizard with words, Maurice Pons has the knack of making 
fantasy appear on street corners.”  

Nine previously unpublished short stories from the author of VIRGINALES 
and DOUCE-AMÈRE, including LA VALLÉE that initiated his most famous 
novel: LES SAISONS. 
 
“In a few lines, Maurice Pons sets the scene, creates an atmosphere. Each of his 
nine short stories of this collection takes us far away from the previous one, in a 
sort of permanent change of scenery, in both time and space. With infinite care, 
the author selects his words to envelop us as much as possible in his sentences, 
like a bewitching story teller, who gesticulates as he tells us stories that we do 
not remember if they happened anymore therefore, with great talent, he follows 
the lead of the great masters of this style, in particular Maupassant and Edgar 
Poe’s – as evidenced by the tale of the beetle so reminiscent of Poe. 

Maurice Pons is a rare author: he published a dozen titles in nearly forty years 
of writing. His titles have marked readers. Since his first collection of short stories 
Virginales  until Délicieuses frayeurs, most of his works, including his two most famous 
novels, LES SAISONS and ROSA, have continued to be reprinted and translated 
abroad. 

�“Pons’ first short story is the most beautiful praise of literature, making 
blind walls crumble away with words, inventing perspectives, creating real 
characters, and making sick people believe that life is a feast. The great and 
discreet writer has yet to be been beaten at conjuring horrors with sweetness. 
In his stories, chopped-off hands gallop freely, emeralds dance, violins fly 
and dreams come crashing down. Intoxicating and rough like lentil brandy” 
– Jérôme Garcin, Le Nouvel Observateur 

“Flowing through these texts, we find a overpowering solitude; windows open 
on with a view of disenchantment, macabre tragedies that create bored and 
disillusioned smiles. Even a Christmas Eve or a honeymoon ends up badly. 
There isn’t a superfluous word in this tight prose, with its poetry sometimes 
slipping into fantasy. Here, terror does not need extravagant theatrical 
artifices seize you from between the lines. A situation, an atmosphere, a 
resolution and above all an unstoppable style do the trick. Maurice Pons 
has, like all the great authors, this apparent simplicity which is able to take 
us all of a sudden towards strangeness, with the spontaneity of blatancy” �–  
Le Figaro Magazine 

“All his books are like balanced books. They overflow with this black 
fantasy Swift, a hero in Pons’ family. We think are just having a peek, but 
in fact we get sucked in (…) playing with reality, time, identity. In Pons’ 
universe, the present is an avatar, names change, faces become blurred. 
Behind a facade of logic, the world remains abstract. There is nothing at all 
we are certain about, except that we will die one day. Today! A huge amount 
of anxiety, to which is added the stress caused by writing, which is why 
Maurice does it so little. And, inside this dark mental chaos, the style’s 
infinite grace. Ample substantives, flowing adjectives. This morbid banquet 
is a real treat. Pons will have been one of the 20th Century most sweetly 
distressing authors. In the 21st he still is” �–  Marianne 

“On a malicious and uncommon tone, his anachronistic way of 
apprehending reality, his elegant and melancholic pen reveals the traits of 
one of the most remarkable French storytellers, and one the most unhurried: 
half a dozen titles in half of century of writing (…) His short stories have a 
sort of disenchanted freshness, and depressing conclusions, because there is a 
lot of dying. Thanks to his muffled prose, Pons creates characters that 
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always are mysterious, often saved from drowning, but that a last backwash 
drags them under for good. His inoffensive stories give the impression of a 
iron fits in a velvet glove. The title of his new collection, Délicieuses 
Frayeurs, announces what awaits the reader: texts where Pons mixes magic 
with unrest, irony with seriousness, burlesque with disaster (…) It’s in the 
secret of this ingenious set that Pons releases his venomous tales” � –  Le 
Matricule des Anges 

�“Nine more than perfect short stories in which every word, carefully chosen 
and weighed up, leads with diabolical fluidity towards the story’s resolution, 
precise and cutting. Ironic, readily cruel, sometimes fantastic, all are written 
in an unhurried and elegant style” �B.Q., Chronic’Art April 2006 

�“The title of this collection of short stories lays the cards on the table. 
They’re a black suit. But of a tender, delicate hue of black, that falls like the 
night and goes to sleep like fish do. A sly and insidious sort of black, which 
interferes and slips, at the frontier of truth and falsehood, between what is 
tangible and what is imaginary” �–  Madame Figaro 
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LITERARY	FICTION	
Thierry Beinstingel  

VIE PROLONGÉE D'ARTHUR RIMBAUD  
(An Extended Life of Arthur Rimbaud) 

Fayard August 2016, 416 pages 

 

◊ Shortlisted for the prix Wepler-Fondation la Poste. 

◊ The novel’s strength lies in its style, which alternates 
between real quotes and fictitious correspondence; the 
credibility of all the elements grants weight to the fiction. 

◊ The literary scene and the historic turn-of-the-20th-century 
Paris setting: literary journals, the “Princes of Poets,” the 
Dreyfus Affair and World War I. 

◊ The portrayal of how a literary myth is built: posthumous 
articles and publications, erecting a statue, sales of first 
editions touted as rare. 

Rimbaud may not have died in Marseille; his death in 1891 could be a 
misunderstanding. He may have decided to disappear from public view 
and live out his life in the shadows.  

A book that opens up an alternative reality – one that is perfectly plausible, and 
that blends seamlessly into the 20th-century literary scene. 

Marseille, 1891: Isabelle Rimbaud learns that her brother, who had returned 
from Africa gravely ill and with one leg amputated, has passed away. Horrified, 
she chooses not to identify the body… which is not in fact Arthur’s. The poet 
realizes that he is presumed to be dead while reading the literary press. He 
decides to take advantage of his own “death” to acquire a new identity and 
continue to live, in France, exactly as he had chosen to live in Harare: working 
as a foreman in a stone quarry and marrying a woman of humble origins. And 
so he builds a boringly ordinary life for himself, keeping track of his own 
literary posterity through Isabelle – who he has informed about his secret life – 
and the press. He loses everything during the First World War, and chooses to 
go back to Africa to die. 

Thierry Beinstingel’s brilliantly written first assay at uchronia, or “what if?” 
alternate history, focuses on an important topic: how would Rimbaud have lived 
if he had survived his illness? Beinstingel also addresses a topic that nags at 
many writers: what will their place in posterity be, and how will they perceive 
it? 

Thierry Beinstingel is a tele-communications executive. His novel 
COMPOSANTS (“Components”, 2002), published by Editions Fayard, received a 
special mention from the 2002 Wepler Prize.  
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Hélène Couturier	
IL ÉTAIT COMBIEN DE FOIS  

(Once Upon How Many Times)	
Le Dilettante, January 2017, 160 pages 

 

◊ A story about our innermost contradictions, for desire 
never ceases and because there are clearly as many ways of 
viewing relationships as there are people. 

◊ The author has moved away from her favourite genre, noir 
fiction, to draw us into the nightlife of her adopted city, 
Barcelona. 

Torn between the guilt of infidelity and the monotony of fidelity, Mathilde 
has always lied a lot. So when her partner asks her how many times she 
has been unfaithful, she goes on lying.   

But the question casts a big chill, and after a brutal, sarcastic settling of scores, 
which scrutinizes the couple, her partner leaves her. She could break down. 
She ought to. But she decides – just so as not to be like a woman who has just 
been jilted – to go out on the town, her recently adopted town, Barcelona. 
Mathilde has always loved night life, its bars and its parties, and thinks that fifty 
is an age when anything goes.  

Through a series of strange encounters wavering between tragedy and comedy 
(a Pakistani drug dealer, a West Indian Rasta with a shaved head, and an alter-
globalist Israeli) two portraits emerge, that of a woman who wants to remain 
the owner of her desires and that of a town, which, come night time, turns into a 
vast play area for adults.  

Hélène Couturier doesn’t write a lot but is interested in a lot of things, 
especially people, in particular those she meets in bars and listen to music until the break 
of day. She finally determines to sit down in front of her computer to tell us the story of a 
woman who meets people who listen to music until the break of day.  
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Hélène Gestern 
L’ODEUR DE LA FORÊT 

(The Smell Of The Forest) 
Arléa, August 2016, 706 pages 

 
◊ Longlisted for the Prix Fémina. 

◊ The fourth novel of Helen Gestern. If we find her favorite 
themes, memory, puzzle, the power of photography is by 
far the most extensive.  

◊ This is a multiple text first by what he gives to see: the 
physical and psychological horrors of trench warfare, the 
troubled times and heroic occupation, and the present of 
the narrator. Multiple chosen also by forms of writing: 
newspaper, correspondence, direct narration. 

A crossing of the loss, the search for the missing stories, swallowed by 
war, time, silence. But it also celebrates the unexpected power of love and 
memory when it comes to enlighten the future of their footsteps: those that 
enlighten, but also devour the living. 

A professional randomly placed in the hands of Elizabeth Batory, a historian of 
photography, letters and album of Alban Willecot. This lieutenant, died at the 
front in 1917, was a friend of one of the greatest poets of his time, Anatole 
Massis, and had with him an extensive correspondence. Initially spurred by the 
hope of finding answers to Massis, Elizabeth, who resumes work after months 
of mourning, will gradually took a liking to Willecot that war tore his 
astronomy studies and lives day by day intense fighting. She starts looking for 

Diane, the young woman whose lieutenant was desperately in love, and scans 
each of the photographs he took in the forehead, sensing that behind those 
smiles and those aligned regiments faces hides another tragedy, which 
descendants intersect in turn the great history during World war II. 

Hélène Gestern is forty years old. She lives and works in Nancy. She is the 
author of three others books published by Arléa. Her first novel, LES GENS SUR LA 
PHOTO (The People in the Photo) has sold over 60,000 copies and has been translated in 
English and Italian. 
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Yannick Grannec 
LE BAL MÉCANIQUE 

(The Metal Party) 
Anne Carrière, August 2016, 544 pages  

 

◊ Under option in Czech Republic (Argo). 

◊ Was shortlisted for the prix Fnac and the Prix Monde. 

◊ This fascinating novel is at once a historical saga, a family 
drama and an existential quest. 

◊ Yannick Grannec pays tribute to “modern” artists and their 
utopias, in a novel that transmits an abiding passion for art 
and history. 

◊ Alongside characters ranging from Paul Klee and Otto Dix 
to reality-TV-show producers and desperate housewives, 
the author addresses timeless questions like family ties and 
parents’ role from birth to adulthood. 

Spanning a backdrop of two centuries of modern art, persecution and 
famous people, the author explores notions of kinship and parenthood, 
and the ties that make a family. 

In present-day Chicago, Josh is the star presenter of a reality-TV show. His 
trick is helping dysfunctional families learn to get along better by redoing their 
interior decorating. As he is adjusting to the idea of becoming a father late in 

life, he learns about the death of his own father, and the secrets that have 
poisoned four generations of his family are finally revealed to him.  

Munich, 1930: Brilliant, radical Magda is a student at the Bauhaus. The 
daughter of a Jewish art dealer and the goddaughter of Paul Klee, the driving 
force behind avant-garde “degenerate” art, she is also the mother of Carl, who 
she will leave behind with her parents so she can go to Russia to live out her 
dreams of an aesthetic utopia. Although they are separated by two generations, 
Magda and Josh experience the same existential dilemmas and trouble 
becoming mature adults. 

Yannick Grannec lives in Saint-Paul-de-Vence. LE BAL MÉCANIQUE is her 
second novel. Her first novel, LA DEESSE DES PETITES VICTOIRES sold over 
150,000 copies (Hardcover & Pocketbook) and was widely and enthusiastically praised. 
(Prix des Libraires 2013, Prix Fondation Prince Pierre de Monaco 2013). Rights sold to: 
USA/UK (Other Press), The Netherlands (De Arbeiderspers), Austria/Germany 
(Ecowin Verlag/Lessingstrasse 6), Spain & Latin America (Alfaguara), Italy 
(Longanesi), Czech Republic (Argo), Russia (Ripol Classic), Greece (Alexandreia). 

“She is not a beginner, but holds firm to her ambitions, acclaimed when her 
last book a The Goddess of Small Victories, appeared. Novelist Yannick 
Grannec brings us Le Bal mécanique (Anne Carrière), a saga of the avant- 
garde artistic world in interwar Germany.” – Le Figaro 

“In this ambitious 500-page, extremely well-documented saga, erudition 
plays hide and seek with fiction. The novelist has created multiple settings, 
voices, characters - both fictional and real - viewpoints and flashbacks. The 
book is adorned with missives and emails, powerful dialogues and well-
tempered contemplations” – Le Figaro 

“Prolific and erudite, Yannick Grannec’s second novel covers a century of art 
and history, making us as familiar with the students of Bauhaus, the 
famous German art school of the interwar period, as with a modern reality 
show. Her itinerary is the family tree of a painter from Saint-Paul.” – Le 
Monde 
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Laurent Mauvignier 
CONTINUER 

(Keeping On) 
Les Éditions de Minuit, September 2016, 239 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in Germany(DTV), Italy (Feltrinelli) and 
China (Literature and Art Hunan). 

◊ Offer from Spain! 

◊ 40,000 copies sold. 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix Médicis, Prix Renaudot, Prix 
Décembre, Prix Fémina, Prix Landerneau and Prix du 
Roman des Étudiants France Culture-Télérama 2017. 

◊ Was longlisted for Prix Goncourt and Prix du roman 
FNAC. 

◊ An unusual coming-of-age tale that explores both mother-
son relationships and self-discovery. 

◊ With the novel’s very visual style, the author makes us feel 
like we are traveling across the steppe of Kyrgyzstan, 
filming the landscape, alongside the two main characters. 

◊ A portrait of a woman who is stronger than she seems, an 
anti-heroine who stumbles, but is always willing to 
acknowledge her mistakes, get up and try again. 

In his latest novel, Laurent Mauvignier brings us to Kyrgyzstan in the wake 
of Sybille, who has set off on a long trek on horseback with her son, 
Samuel. ‘Equitherapy’ in central Asia as an unusual way to help him 
through the difficult teenage years. 

In Bordeaux, Sybille, a recent, slightly depressed divorcée, is struggling to find 
a new equilibrium in her own life as well as a way to wrest her 16-year-old son 
Samuel from juvenile delinquency. She decides to take him trekking on 
horseback across the steppe of Kyrgyzstan. Mother and son will encounter 
everything from life-threatening dangers to nomads who invite them into their 
yurts for a unique opportunity to discover their culture. While the time they 
spend alone together brings Samuel and Sybille closer, every interaction they 
have with other people seems to make Samuel withdraw into himself a little 
more – until he finally runs away on horseback. It is only when he decides to 
look for his mother, finding her wounded and in a coma, that Samuel 
understands how powerful the ties that bind them – which their extraordinary 
journey abroad has strengthened – really are. 

Over the exotic background of nomadic culture, Mauvignier portrays a 
mother’s unusual struggle to tighten her bonds with her son, and to get back in 
touch with her own truest self as well. 

Laurent Mauvignier was born in 1967 in central France. A playwright and an 
award-winning novelist, he is the author, most notably, of APPRENDRE A EN FINIR 
(“Learning to End”) and DANS LA FOULE (“In the Crowd”). CONTINUER is his 
thirteenth published work. 

« Le nouveau roman de Laurent Mauvignier est un formidable page-turner 
sur l’intimité d’une relation mère-fils et l’amour qui, face au drame de la vie, 
nous dicte de « continuer ». – Livres Hebdo 

« Hymne incomparable à l’amour d’une mère pour son fils, Continuer est 
aussi un grand livre d’aventures, sauvage et abrupt, d’une splendeur visuelle 
qui appelle à l’adaptation cinématographique. Époustouflant. » - Télérama 

« Avec la finesse et l’acuité qui le caractérise, Laurent Mauvignier explore 
une fois de plus les liens entre les êtres. » – Le Magazine Littéraire 
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Simon Roy  
OWEN HOPKINS, ESQUIRE  

Boréal, September 2016, 248 pages  

 
 

An inveterate and compulsive liar, an impostor – that’s Owen Hopkins in 
the eyes of his son Jarvis. When news reaches Montreal that Owen is 
dying under the low and grey Yorkshire sky of his homeland, Jarvis knows 
what that means. Father and son made a pact when he was still a child 
and the time has come for him to fulfil his promise. 

After his first book, Ma vie rouge Kubrick, a cross between a novel and an essay 
intertwining the macabre phantasmagoria of the film, The Shining, and the 
brutal reality of a family drama, Simon Roy here explores the themes of lies and 
guilt, without abandoning his style of writing in fragments, allusion and 
metaphors, in which action and narration continually intersect, and reflection 
and fiction feed off each other. 

With this second book, Simon Roy firmly establishes his unique place on the 
Quebec literary scene. He’s one of the rare writers to base his works on the 
tragic and how we survive tragedy, which makes reading his books a deeply 
moving human experience. 

Simon Roy teaches literature in a College. MA VIE ROUGE KUBRIK is his 
first book won The Booksellers Price. 

« Après avoir publié Ma vie rouge Kubrick, Simon Roy donne ici son 
premier "vrai" roman sans rien abandonner de sa manière d'écrire tout en 

fragments, en allusions et en métaphores, où le vif et le narré ne cessent de 
s'entrecroiser.» Lire, Ici ARTV 

« Nous assistons là à la naissance d'un écrivain, à la découverte même de 
l'urgence d'écrire et du plaisir de raconter.» Jérémy Laniel, Voir 

« Une histoire touchante d'une relation improbable entre un père menteur et 
un fils désabusé... Beaucoup aimé.» Good Reads 

« Un roman à la fois beau et tragique. » Coup de pouce 

« Par cette construction romanesque complexe et maîtrisée, Simon Roy se 
taille déjà une place enviable parmi les écrivains québécois qui comptent. » 
Martine Desjardins, L'Actualité  

« C'est une bonne lecture. Comme je le dis, ça secoue, mais il ne fait passer à 
côté de cet auteur-là. » Émilie Perreault, Puisqu'il faut se lever, 98,5 
FM  
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Marie Sizun  
LA GOUVERNANTE SUÉDOISE 

(The Swedish Housekeeper) 
 Arléa, August 2016, 320 pages 

 

◊ An evocative description of nostalgia for one’s homeland: 
having to move makes the characters feel like they’ve been 
forced out of the Garden of Eden. 

◊ The story of a bourgeois family from the height of their 
fortune to their social descent, and from Sweden to France. 

◊ The title character, the Swedish housekeeper, is a 
headstrong woman with a heart of gold, who never 
complains about her condition. 

◊ The novel’s gradual construction of a family secret, which, 
little by little, poisons all of the characters’ lives. 

The latest novel from Marie Sizun, in which she returns to the themes that 
run through the body of her work: filiation, childhood and family 
relationships. The story of a painful family secret: the destructive 
adulterous relationship between a Swedish housekeeper and her 
employer.  

Léonard Sèzeneau, a Frenchman, arrives in Goteborg, Sweden, in 1867. He 
offers French classes and conferences on contemporary literature to Goteborg’s 
high society. There he meets Hulda, a fragile and innocent young aristocratic 
woman. They become involved, and Léonard leaves his wife to marry her. To 
help her out, he hires a housekeeper, a young woman from a good family that 

has fallen on hard times. They live happily until Léonard has a reversal of 
fortune and must return to France with his wife and family. There he will have 
an affair with the Swedish housekeeper, which gradually does his wife in. 
 
Marie Sizun builds the tension gradually; as the story unfolds, the characters’ 
horizons slowly shrink, from Sweden to the house in Meudon, a huis clos that 
feels like a trap, where all of the family’s dramas play out: adultery, hidden 
pregnancy and depression. 

Marie Sizun was born in Paris in 1940. She won the 2008 Grand Prix littéraire 
des lectrices de Elle for her novel LA FEMME DE L'ALLEMAND (The German 
Man’s Wife), published by Editions Arléa in 2007. LA GOUVERNANTE SUEDOISE 
is her ninth novel. 

« Avec simplicité et poésie, elle conte la lente déliquescence d’une toute jeune 
femme arrachée à son pays par l’homme qu’elle aime. » – L’Obs 

« Et cette histoire, dans le fond sordide, devient, par la grâce d’une écriture, 
profondément humaine et touchante. » – Letemps-ch.com 

« Un beau roman intimiste qui séduira les amateurs du genre. » – Blog 
Sylire 

« Une écriture d’une grande élégance (…) Marie Sizun signe là l’un de ses 
plus beaux romans. » – Ouest France 

« Un roman d’amour malgré son côté sombre, avec l’écriture sensible et 
délicate de Marie Sizun. » – Le Télégramme 

 « Marie Sizun reconstitue un univers presque exclusivement féminin. Avec 
la sensibilité qu’on lui reconnait au fil de son œuvre, elle dresse le portrait 
d’une époque avec ses codes, ses usages, et ses petits arrangements. » – Blog 
de Mimi 
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Diane Peylin 
MÊME LES PÊCHEURS ONT LE MAL DE MER 

(Even Fishermen Get Seasick) 
Les Escales, June 2016, 220 pages 

 

◊ A poignant tale about fate and transmitting a family legacy 
that will make readers think about their own life choices. 

◊ Told over a backdrop that is at once summery – composed 
of blue skies, the sea and fishing – and striking, in the 
manner of One Hundred Years Of Solitude, because of the 
characters who are crushed by their own fate on a small 
Mediterranean island.  

◊ Three main characters who seem very different, but who, 
each in their own way, become terribly endearing as they 
tell their stories. 

The day I turn five, he wakes me up at four in the morning and takes me to 
his boat. It is time for me to learn the trade. He watches me throw up for 
hours without saying a word. He handles the nets, bait and tanks without 
paying the slightest attention to me. I think he is disappointed in me; I am a 
burden to him. His skin looks black in the dark. When I realize how much 
he scares me, I throw up some more. 

On a small sandy and volcanic island, colored by the Mediterranean, three men 
of the same family, three fishermen, have to face a lifetime of regrets and 
silence. Valence Orozco, the untamed and sparing father never overcame the 
death of his wife Rocio. Rafa, the grandfather, a steel-gazing giant, never 

indulged to Valente, yet inexplicably started smiling one morning to never stop. 
And Salvi, the son, left the island for the continent, fleeing his preordained 
destiny. Salvi hates the sea, the nets, the fish smell, and above all the patriarchal 
values of a society that does not resemble him. 

Three men plagued by secrets, the weight of the unsaid puts a strain on each 
next generation. The women stand in their wake, alternate suns and daggers. 
Delicately intertwined, these moving trajectories lay bare three sons in search of 
their father. 

Born in 1978, Diane Peylin ran a Bed&Breakfast in Ardèche, was a teacher, 
and toured the world in a sailing boat. Today, she teaches creative writing and is a full 
time novelist. She is the author of À L’ENDROIT OÙ ELLES NAISSENT (Les 
Nouveaux Auteurs, grand prix du roman de l’été 2011, 40 000 copies sold) and 
QUAND JE SERAI GRANDE, JE SERAI VIEILLE (Flammarion, 2015). 
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François Vallejo  
UN DANGEREUX PLAISIR  

(Dangerous Pleasure) 
Viviane Hamy, August 2016, 320 pages 

 
◊ A journey around the dining tables of France, in a tasty 

writing style that’s reminiscent of Muriel Barbery’s 
Gourmandise. 

◊ An anti-superhero who uses his skill as a cook to wield 
power over other people.   

◊ François Vallejo is not one of these writers who embroider 
all their work with the same subject. On the contrary, it is 
a matter of honour for him to explore entirely different 
universes in every single one of his novels. 

◊ Only the elegance of his writing and the subtlety of the 
portraits can make the link between his stories. 

Élie Élian, the novel’s hero, fulfils his destiny and becomes a talented chef. 
Cooking delivers him experiences of love and success, and then the fall... 

Élie Élian is one of those children who pushes away the plate his parents give 
him. He lingers at the back of the newly-opened restaurant in his 
neighbourhood. The gestures he notices and smells from the kitchen reveal his 
destiny: he will be a chef. 

In the restaurants where he offers his services by scrubbing pots and pans, he 
continues to study and learn by what he sees. But, after breaking one too many 
dishes, Élie is shown the door. On the street, he mixes with shady characters 
who try to teach him the art of « dining and dashing ». 

His first attempt in a modest restaurant will lead to the meeting of a lifetime. 
Jeanne Maudor, the widow of a great chef who died on the job, will help him to 
try out his most extravagant recipes while initiating him into love and 
sensuality. 

François Vallejo teaches Literature. He has been published by Viviane Hamy 
since 1998. His novel West (2006) :won the famous Radio Prize : Le Prix du Livre Inter, 
and stayed on the bestsellers’lists for one year (135,000 copies sold, all editions together). 
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DEBUT	NOVEL	
Jérôme Chantreau 

AVANT QUE NAISSE LA FORÊT 
(Before The Forest Begins) 

Les Escales, August 2016, 224 pages 

 

◊ Long-listed for : Prix du Style 2016 

◊ A book that is both enchanting and disturbing, that affects 
readers deeply, drawing them deep into the forest. 

◊ A writing style that intertwines sensory perceptions with 
emotions, embracing the narrator’s multiple, ever-changing 
perceptions and allowing reader’s to see how they evolve: 
his senses grow sharper every day. 

◊ A diary of mourning in which the narrator follows in his 
mother’s footsteps, and describes her painful appearances. 

◊ The forest is a character in its own right, an element that is 
at once evil and beneficial, one which will gradually 
transform the man, feeding him, but also leading him away 
from the society of other men, and from his own family. 

In a house deep inside a vast forest, a man who has come to settle his 
mother’s estate actually gets caught up in family memories and trapped by 
a world that will change him profoundly. An enchantingly modern fairy tale 
that shows how a modern man of the city is turned into a man of the forest. 

For his mother’ funeral, a man has come to spend a few days at his family home 
deep in the woods. Unexpectedly, he discovers a whole territory to which he 
feels organically connected, and vivid memories that he has inherited. To help 
ith his mourning, he explores the house and decides to cut himself off from the 
world and to live exclusively on what the forest can provide. He eventually 
chooses to eradicate his human memory and take on the timeless soul of the 
forest. He starts by methodically burning every item in the house and winds up 
burning down the house itself, and running half naked into the forest.  
 
Jérôme Chantreau tells the tale of a man’s rebirth through the destruction of all 
the memories that have burdened his family for years by returning to the forest, 
which teaches him to live as he pleases. 

Jérôme Chantreau is a professor at the University Paris-Sorbonne. AVANT 
QUE NAISSE LA FORET is his first novel.  

« Une compétence qui explique la sensibilité particulière au charme 
ensorceleur des forêts imprégnant ce roman de deuil. » Livres Hebdo 

« Jérôme Chantreau nous raconte cette quête écologique avec ce même souci 
de simplicité, sans fioritures inutiles. Pari réussi ! » Blog le salon 
littéraire 
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Maëlle Guillaud  
LUCIE OU LA VOCATION 

 Héloïse d’Ormesson, Août 2016, 208 pages 

 

◊ Offer for Film rights and paperback rights! 

◊ Long-listed for: Prix du premier roman, Prix du Style and 
Prix du Premier Roman. 

◊ A very endearing main character: like all young adults, she 
is on a quest for self-discovery and meaning in her life. 

◊ A stunningly insightful style that manages to describe the 
singular love of God. 

◊ Extremely precise and well-documented, the novel 
resonates perfectly with issues of faith, humility and 
spirituality in today’s society. 

Combining suspense and a quest for absolute love, the author presents an 
unusual and extremely moving debut novel. 

Lucie is in love. Hopelessly. But it is an uphill battle to get her family and 
friends to accept her choice. Refusing to give in to her family’s anger and 
incomprehension, despite the daily humiliations, sacrifices and asceticism 
required of her, she stays strong, dreaming of absolute love. Yet one day, her 
hard-won determination is shaken when she stumbles across a secret. Doubt 
infiltrates into her certitude. Has she been deluding herself or was she 
manipulated? With infinite sensitivity and insight, Maëlle Guillaud leads us 
through a world of impenetrable rules.  

Maëlle Guillaud is an editor. LUCIE OU LA VOCATION is her first novel. 

“A novel of rare intensity, thanks to its deft construction, and the issues it 
raises.” Le Figaro Littéraire 

“An intensely moving debut novel” Livres Hebdo 

“Maëlle Guillaud takes on a complex subject with sensitivity and great 
subtlety of tone.” Page des Libraires 

“A surprising and promising first novel” Prima 

“Subtle and unsettling, this promising debut novel points a finger at 
religion’s hold, as a form of radicalization.” Version Femina 

“A brave and very up-to-date first novle about the call of faith.” Avantages 

“A debut novel combining suspene and a quest for absolute love.” Marie 
Claire 

“A very original first novel on the theme of religion.” Accents des 
Bouches-du-Rhônes 
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Sylvie Dazy 
MÉTAMORPHOSE D'UN CRABE  

(The Metamorphosis of a Crab)  
Le Dilettante, August 2016,	160 pages 

  

◊ What Sylvie Dazy reveals throughout this feverish 
monologue, this abrasive confession, is daily life in a 
prison, the life - and nothing else - of a prison guard.  

◊ We learn about the grey, violent, rectilinear life of Christo, 
a guy from the Nord region, become a prison warden out of 
the desire for new horizons, for the unexpected.  

◊ He depicts the world of prison in a very precise, dry 
manner, with cruel bitterness, drawing a dry, bleak, pitiless 
portrait. 

A young prison warden is appointed to his first job. He sees himself as an 
ambushed ethnologist, observing staff and prisoners. But as he loses 
himself in his own maze, he tries several paths before his project takes an 
unexpected twist. It’s the story of humanity imprisoned on the other side of 
the walls.  

Be warned, with Métamorphose d’un crabe, you’ll find no seaside views, no café 
terraces, no record sunshine: life is drab, tough, with meagre wages, little air, 
and no smiles. The pleasures and the routine of an ordinary screw, but who 
contemplates writing a “great book about prison life”. The hero is named 
Christo, a guy from the North, endowed with an absurd degree in English, 
brought up in the shadow of the Bapaume prison and who, far from the family 
café, “sailed off to an exotic land”, that of the clink. For there, with his attentive 

ear and his ethnologist’s eye, he believes he can quench his thirst for a 
dangerous land, a real-time adventure: “Danger at times, risks, weapons. 
Solidarity among men too, as well as joy, wardens love to laugh heartily. 
Mornings would be an adventure.” Though adventure is present, it consists 
mainly of endless rounds, paced by the thud of heels and the click of keys, the 
rumble of trolleys and the sudden alarms: suicides, fires, riots, a life of 
wandering in the never-ending corridors interspersed with reprimands, 
promotions and transfers. Then come the men, the supervisors and the 
supervised, the grasses and demi-leaders, false mates and real nutters. “Prison is 
a strange school, where the work done is just as easily slap dash as it is delicate, that’s what 
nobody wants to understand.” 

Sylvie Dazy works a the prisons of Fleury-Mérogis and La  Santé as a social 
worker, in charge of rehabilitation, and says that is where she learned everything about 
human relations. As she approached forty, she grew tired of always starting her day 
knocking at prison doors, and decided to write, to knock at the doors of publishing 
houses and delivered this tale, inspired by her experience.  

« This chilling novel owes a lot to Sylvie Dazy’s impeccable writing skills. A 
former social worker at the La Santé prison, she is immensely gifted at 
describing this town within a town, this sort of sub-life, this “temple of 
deterioration” which spares no one, neither the inmates nor those who 
supervise them. � » – Le Figaro Magazine  

« Sans complaisance, mais avec un vrai souffle romanesque, Sylvie Dazy 
accompagne son héros sur ses chemins de perdition. Ce faisant, elle lui rend 
la dignité que confère la littérature à ses enfants méritants. » –  Livres 
Hebdo 

« La romancière trouve la bonne distance par rapport à sa propre 
expérience : ni trop près, pour échapper à la sidération, ni trop loin, pour 
rendre compte au plus juste de ce lien tissé d’amitié, de haine, de respect, et de 
rivalité entre le personnel pénitentiaire et les détenus. » – Le Monde 
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Anaïs Llobet 
LES MAINS LACHEES 

(Let Go Of My Hand) 
Plon, August 2016, 160 pages 

 

◊ A very interesting point of view since the main character is 
both journalist and victim. 

◊ A poignant reflection on the difficulty to recover from such 
a traumatism. 

◊  Societal issue as the role of media in the midst of 
humanitarian catastrophes. 

A tragic and relevant first novel in which a young French journalist 
attempts to keep on living through the chaos of Yolanda typhoon. 

Madel, a young french journalist living in the Philipinnes, is spending a few 
days in her boyfriend Jan’s hometown, Taboclan. Until a category 5 strength 
typhoon, Yolanda - the strongest of history - invites itself on the little island of 
Leyte. Triggering a 6 meter high wave, Yolanda destroys everything on its 
passage, carrying off more than 7000 people. Among them, Jan. Barely making 
it, Madel fails in saving the child that he entrusted to her. Amongst the chaos, 
and at the cost of the silencing of her own emotions, Madel has to take on her 
journalist role. She meets other survivors: Baba, the grandmother of the village; 
the courageous Jirug; a 10 years-old child; a fireman turned undertaker, and 
David a doctor. In a devastated world where other journalists are turning into 
vultures, Madel attempts to find her place, and to collect the survivor’s words, 

to ward off death, which might have taken Jan, and to keep on living. But a 
typhoon that strong never gives a rest to those that he spared. 

  Journalist for the AFP Moscow, who formerly freelanced in Manilla, Anaïs 
Llobet covered the Yolanda typhoon for the French and American media in 2013. LES 
MAINS LACHEES is her first novel. 
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WOMEN	WRITING 
Chloé Duval 

LE TEMPS VOLÉ 
 (Stolen Time) 

Bragelonne, October 2015, 207 pages 

 
◊ Rights sold in Germany (Random House Bertelsmann), 

Poland (Proszynski) and the US (2 book deal with 
Kensington).  

◊ Full English synopsis available. 

◊ English sample chapters available. 

◊ Full manuscript available in English 

◊ An endearing and refreshing romantic comedy: utterly 
heart-warming! 

◊ A light-hearted, tender tone that never strikes a false note. 

◊ For fans of Jojo Moyes and Amélie Poulain. 

 
Can a letter from a stranger change your life? 
 
Flavie, author of romance novels and sentimental to the core, cannot help being 
won over when one day she receives a mysterious letter, along with an apology 
from the Post Office for the delay in delivery… of forty-three years! So who is 

this Amélie and the anonymous man desperate to persuade her to give up 
everything to come live with him? Did he manage to contact her? Did she ever 
see him again? 

Deeply moved, Flavie is eager to reunite the pair, decades later, and goes off in 
search of a love story out of the distant past that she hopes to ignite once more 
from the ashes. Despite all the obstacles standing in her way, she’s determined 
to have her happy ending. But Flavie’s quest to locate these two strangers leads 
her towards the one person she had lost all hope of ever finding… 

As a little girl, Chloé Duval dreamed of knights slaying terrifying dragons and 
damsels in distress. Today, she’s still seeking, in her stories, to find again the sweetness 
and the enchantment of the fairy tales she absorbed as a child. A Frenchwoman by birth, 
Canadian by adoption, and Québecoise in her heart, Chloé lives in Montreal with her 
prince charming and dozens of characters jostling around inside her head.   
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Lucile Bordes  
86, ANNÉE BLANCHE  

(86, The Lost Year) 
Liana Lévi, March 2016, 140 pages 

 
 

◊ In the final selection for the Prix Orange du livre 2016! 

◊ Poignant and touching main and secondary characters that 
will have to give up on their former lives. 

◊ A simple and realistic writing style that manages to 
describe with both subtlety and precision the character’s 
feelings and the circumstances of the disaster. 

◊ This is the only accident in the history of commercial 
nuclear power and a key factor in the collapse of the Soviet 
Union. Thirty years after the Chernobyl disaster, the 
safety of nuclear power remains a hotly debated topic. 

On 26 April 1986, the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the Ukrainian 
town of Pripyat explodes, launching vast quantities of radioactive particles 
into the atmosphere. Three women from three different backgrounds, are 
living through the aftermath of this disaster. 

Lucie is a 15 year old French girl. She hears about the accident on the television 
and starts panicking. The big black cloud is coming but nobody seems aware of 
it. Feeling misunderstood by her dad and with what seems to be end of the 
world approaching, she is determined to experience life. Ludmila lives at 

Pripyat, 3 kilometers from the nuclear power plant. She leaves the town with 
her daughter to Kiev while her husband decides to stay behind and help. Her 
world crumbles few days later ; he’s dying at the hospital. Ioula lives in Kiev 
with her family, just far enough from Pripyat for her to feel safe. But her secret 
French lover, fearing for his life, decides to go back to France. Devastated, 
she’s barely able to realize that their lives are threatened. 

Based on the harrowing true catastrophe, still vivid in everyone’s memories, the 
author brings to life three moving stories, highlighting the different attitudes 
and mindsets of both countries. 

Lucile Bordes is a writer and professor at the University of Toulon. She’s the 
author of two novels published by Liana Levi : I AM THE MARQUISE OF 
CARABAS (2012) and DECORAMA (2014). She was born and raised in the south of 
France. 

 “Radiation sickness, an unhappy love affair, redundancy, the end of child- 
hood. . ., Lucile Bordes sets small disasters within great ones.” — Livres 
Hebdo 

« ‘Mal des rayons’, chagrin d’amour, licenciement, fin de l’enfance… Lucile 
Bordes enchâsse ‘les petits désastres dans les grands’, toutes ces liquidations 
alors sans mots et sans images. Rendant hommage à toutes ces femmes qui 
se demandaient, ces jours de mai 1986, pourquoi personne ne leur disait rien. 
Pourquoi trente ans plus tard, tout a changé, tout est pareil. » — Livres 
Hebdo 
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Virginie Grimaldi 
TU COMPRENDRAS QUAND TU SERAS PLUS GRANDE 

(You’ll Understand When You Are Older) 
Fayard, May 2016, 500 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold to: Germany (S.Fischer), Italy (Mondadori) & 
Korea (Yolimwon). 

◊ French paperback rights sold to: Le Livre de Poche. 

◊ 20,000 copies sold! 

◊ Caustic humor and situations that ring true, drawing 
readers in and making them keep turning pages. 

◊ The heroine’s development will be meaningful for readers, 
who will enjoy seeing her stumble, pick herself up, and 
evolve thanks to her colleagues and the residents of the 
old-age home. 

◊ When you close this book, all you’ll want to do is enjoy life, 
and above all, to have fun every single day. 

A young woman who is going through a difficult period of mourning 
decides to take a break from her normal life by accepting a job in a home 
for the elderly. She has no idea what a wonderful lesson of life and 
happiness she will get from the experience. 

 

At the age of 32, Julia believes more firmly in the tooth fairy than she does in 
happiness, since her own happiness has up and vanished—along with her 

father, her husband-to-be and her beloved grandmother. To keep herself from 
going completely under, she answers a want ad on a whim, and winds up taking 
a job as a substitute psychologist at an old-person’s home in Biarritz, in 
southwestern France. It’s only when she actually starts working there, however, 
that she remembers she’s never really cared for the company of elderly people. 
Yet one day at a time – some moving, others grueling – Julia will learn that the 
geriatric set has a thing or two to teach her. Was she really there by mere 
chance after all? 
The author brings to life a story of love(s) and inner-strength: a compassionate 
yet scathingly funny ode to happiness with a cast of loveable characters. 

Virginie Grimaldi spends all of her time writing. From grocery lists to novels 
by way of her popular blog, Femme Sweet Femme, she has tried her hand at numerous 
genres. In 2014, she was the winner of the literary prize of the Auféminin digital media 
group. You’ll Understand When You Are Older is her second novel. 

“Nothing more nor less than an ode to friendship, to love and to life itself.” 
Faust-in.com 

“Virginie Grimaldi has an amazingly accurate and affectionate way of 
addressing such difficult topics as old age andmourning, and the fears they 
inspire. I like the point of view she offers, one that is cheerful, funny and 
optimistic.” Ourse bibliophile 
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Fabienne Périneau 
UN SI LONG CHEMIN JUSQU’À MOI 

(Such A Long Way To Myself) 
Denoël, September 2016, 192 pages 

 

◊ Matmut Award 2016. 
The portrait of a woman lost in her sorrow whose desire and will to live are 
begging to explode once again. A volcanic novel. 

It all begins at Roissy airport, that famous day in 2010 when the 
unpronounceable Icelandic volcano, Eyjiafjöll, abruptly awoke, stopping all air 
traffic and causing utter chaos. That same day, Mathieu, a renowned 
obstetrician, goes to the airport to see off his wife Arielle for her trip to Japan. 
Her flight is cancelled and it is impossible to find a taxi to get back to Paris. 
Mathieu is beside himself, but Arielle is strangely apathetic. For years, she has 
lived under her husband’s controlling thumb as he progressively isolated her 
from her friends, pushed her to give up her career in art restoration, and 
convinced her to take medication to calm her down, or so he says... It has only 
been worse since Daniel, her twin brother and confidant, died suddenly a few 
months ago. Her grief is overwhelming and yet, the more she cries, the more he 
rejects, mistreats, and humiliates her... 

Through the chaos in the airport and her tears, Arielle spots Jack. Jack is 
seductive and amazingly generous. In fact, he offers to bring them back to Paris 
in his car. Random chance or coincidence? Whatever the case may be, this 
encounter will trigger a renaissance for Arielle. Who really awakens on that 

fateful day: the Icelandic volcano or Arielle, who has finally decided to fight 
back against her existential and conjugal stupor? 

Fabienne Périneau is an actress. Following her studies at the “Rue Blanche” 
school, she has played in twenty plays and thirty films. She is also the author of theatre 
plays, including JE NE SERAI PLUS JAMAIS VIEILLE (I will Never be Old Again) 
and LE PETIT DESSIN DE PICASSO (Picasso's Little Drawing). 
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Valérie Peronnet 
UN PETIT GLAÇON DANS LA TÊTE  

(An Ice Cube in My Head) 
Calmann Levy, March 2016 140 pages 

 

◊ A poetic and heartfelt second novel constructed as a back-
and-forth between childhood and adulthood, insouciance 
and the unspoken, family secrets and reverberations. 

The deeply affecting portrait of a little boy trapped inside his own head. 

Max is not like other little boys: He has never uttered a single word; the wor- ld 
to him is a palette of colors. Even when his adorable little sister Emma is born, 
he is unable to speak to her. His parents have worried about him from the day 
he was born, especially since he began hiding under the staircase for hours on 
end. 

Why does he refuse to speak? Is it his response to the tears so often flowing 
down his mother’s cheeks? Why does Max feel like there is an ice cube in his 
head that is freezing his mind? Could the answer be buried in secrets from past 
generations? 

Valérie Péronnet was born in Dakar in 1964. A journalist for Télé- rama for 
over fifteen years, she writes for Psychologies maga- zine and has ghostwritten over 
thirty stories, essays and ac- counts. Her debut novel, Jeanne et Marguerite (Calmann-
Lévy, 2011) was adapted for the stage at the Theatre La Bruyère in Pa- ris. 
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CONTEMPORARY	UP-MARKET	
Boris Bergmann 
DÉSERTEUR 

(Deserter) 
Calmann-Lévy, August 2016, 232 pages 

 

◊ Shortlisted for Prix Wepler-Fondation la Poste and Prix 
de Flore. 

◊ Totally credible social science fiction, the story of youth in 
search of commitment. 

◊ Undeniable literary talent, with a range of influences, from 
Houellebecq (SOUMISSION) to Robert A. Heinlein 
(Starship Troopers) via Matrix. 

◊ A striking book, well-served by a raw, but subtle style, 
which leaves the ending open to interpretation. 

Boris Bergmann, 24, a prodigy of French literature (VIENS LA QUE JE TE 
TUE MA BELLE, (“Come Here So I Can Kill You, My Lovely”) 2007), 
brings us his third striking novel, which outlines new forms of political 
commitment and resistance. 

Paris, towards 2030. In response to unpredictable attacks by terrorist armies 
striking at the heart of its capital cities, Western forces have declared a new 
kind of war: total, absent and perpetual, with neither frontlines nor cannon 
fodder, a war waged by remote-controlled drones that shoot geo-localized 
targets. After his girlfriend leaves him, a young hacker in the midst of an 
existential crisis decides to abandon digital resistance and enlist in the French 
Army. This hitherto shapeless man, with no identity – typical of post-modern, 
ultra-connected society – suddenly finds himself confronted with an unknown 
world: the Army, which is going through its own crisis, and is a cross between 
the old guard and a hi-tech start-up.  In a barricaded camp in the Middle East, 
with desert as far as the eye can see, the young man tires to reconnect to the 
physical world, as he sees his fellow soldiers lose their minds from spilling so 
much invisible bloods through lines of code. 

From mutiny to massacre, sabotage to escape, the former hacker/fake soldier 
finally makes a decision: even if he fails to destroy the drones, he makes his first 
conscious act when he escapes to the desert. Becoming a deserter allows him to 
finally become human. 

Boris Bergmann took the French literary scene by storm as a teen with his first 
novel, VIENS LA QUE JE TE TUE MA BELLE (“Come Here So I Can Kill You, My 
Lovely”) which in 2007 received an exceptional Prix de Flore Best Novel by a Teen, 
which was created specifically for him. A veritable publishing phenomenon – both for his 
youth and for his talent – his third novel, DESERTEUR, will be published by Calmann-
Lévy in autumn 2016. 

« Un roman halluciné où la technologie s’habille d’une dimension 
fantastique. » – Le Magazine Littéraire 

« Dans ce roman génialement glaçant ne résistent au désastre que les mots, 
leur flot et leur force […] Bergmann, styliste enfiévré, fait valser la langue, 
l’enivre de métaphores audacieuses et de formules bien balancées. 
balancées. » – La Vie  
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Justine Bo 
LE TYPE QUI VOULAIT ARRÊTER DE MOURIR 

(The Guy Who Wanted To Stop Being Dead) 
Les Equateurs, September 2016, 200 pages 

 

◊ Intelligent reflexion about social comedy and pretences as 
well as themes of identity and life/death meanings.  

◊ A fascinating and eccentric novel written with cynicism 
and sensibility.  

◊ A journey from Paris to Israel with many rebounds and a 
very surprising ending.  

The author offers an impressive and hilarious novel where sex and death 
are intertwined in the purest style of Philip Roth, Charles Bukowski and 
Woody Allen. 

Zakar Lerov is a famous Parisian writer. He is idolized by the literary world. 
He spends his time writing, drinking and having sex. But one day, he’s not able 
to write anymore. In order to find back a creative inspiration, he  decides to 
fake his own death, with the complicity of Ari, his publisher. But once he is 
dead, Zakar’s books sell better than ever. Therefore, his publisher breaks their 
contract, offers him a plane ticket to Israel and tells him never to come back. 
Deprived of his identity and “dead”for everyone, Zakar arrives in Bethlehem, 
opens a whorehouse in Jerusalem, witnesses the war of Gaza and falls in love 
with the queen of whores. From nocturnal wanderings to orgasmic rituals, from 
arak drinks to egg-boxes barricades, from coffees to dialogues of the deafs with 
the livings, Zakar acquires a new taste to life. This new life is troubled when 

Ari, his publisher, comes to meet him in Jerusalem. He wants Zakar to write a 
new “posthumous” book. Zakar,in a fit of rage, kills him. 

Justine Bo  was born in 1989. She is the author of two previous novels, LE 
FILS DE SHAM and DES GRIFFURES INVISIBLES. 
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Ludovic Roubaudi 
CAMILLE ET MERVEILLE 

(Camille & Merveille) 
Serge Safran, August 2016, 268 pages 

 

◊ A mysterious investigation into some surprising characters. 

◊ Simple yet poetic language. 

◊ The south of France provides a sunny setting. 

 
Blending narration and dialogue, the author offers us a novel with an 
atmosphere worthy of the darkest thrillers, yet pierced by the light of true, 
pure love. 

When he isn’t selling oyster knives at open-air markets, or chatting with 
Nadège, the woman who sells colanders, Camille tries to broker peace between 
his feuding neighbors: Mme Fillolit, a bitter old woman with Spanish roots; and 
Dlahba, a grumpy Slavic bricklayer.When he meets Merveille in front of their 
door, his heart skips a beat and his life is overturned, even though it is hard to 
know who the young woman really is, for she is shrouded in mystery. Camille 
and Nadège decide to investigate. Suddenly, they find themselves being accused 
of terrible crimes, and threatened. So they have no choice but to get to the 
bottom of things and to expose the skeletons in some families’ closets. 

From market to market, from one end of France to the other, Camille and 
Nadège try to find out more about the oh-so alluring and oh-so enigmatic 
Merveille.   

Ludovic Roubaudi, born in Paris in 1963, director of a communication agency, 
is the author of several novels published by Le Dilettante: LES BALTRINGUES (The 
Circus Men), LE 18, LES CHIENS ECRASES (True Crime), LE POURBOIRE DU 
CHRIST (Christ’s Tip), and, published by Timée: CAROTIDE BLUES, DIABLO 
CORP (Devil Corp.). 

“A singular writer, with a strange, tender, funny world all his own: one 
that’s always filled with lovely characters, and well-served by a lively writing 
style brimming with clever nuggets, especially in the dialogues. His Camille 
is fabulous, his Merveille, marvelous, and their “novel,” stunning.”  – 
Livres Hebdo 
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Emma-Jane Kirby 
L’OPTICIEN DE LAMPEDUSA 

(The Optician Of Lampedusa) 
Les Equateurs, September 2016, 168 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in US (Or Books), UK (Penguin), Italy 
(preempted by Salani) & Germany (preempted by Berlin 
Verlag). 

◊ Full English text available! 

◊ A story based on true events. 

◊ Seen through the eyes of a man whose personal experience 
changes his perspective on human suffering forever. 

◊ A vivid narrative style with rich descriptive passages. 

A true story of tragedy and human indifference to the suffering of others, 
THE OPTICIAN OF LAMPEDUSA is the telling of how one experience 
transforms a man’s views and shade, hope and tragedy, the reader is 
offered a profound insight into the realities of one of the greatest tragedies 
of our age.  

On the Italian island of Lampedusa off the coast of Tunisia lives an optician. A 
man so bound up in thoughts of his business, his family and his future, he 
observes the migrant crisis as a spectator as it unfolds on the island, while 
seeing nothing of the people or their plight. A boat trip with friends changes the 
optician’s outlook forever. When the screams of hundreds of people drowning 
in the sea lead them to discover a migrant shipwreck, he and his crew make an 

attempt to save as many people as possible — an attempt as futile as it is heroic. 
Plagued by the rescue and the deaths of hundreds, the optician and his 
companions become bound to the story of the migrants and their eyes are 
opened to the lack of empathy in the world’s response to the crisis, the 
sensationalist aims of the media and the deep corruption behind the migrant 
crossings.  

THE OPTICIAN OF LAMPEDUSA is a story about the awakening of 
awareness. In the light of the tragedy happening in the Mediterranean Sea, this 
book reminds us of Camus, Tabucchi or Erri de Luca’s novels. 

Emma-Jane Kirby is a reporter and former foreign correspondent for the 
BBC. She won the Bayeux-Calvados award for her report “The Optician of 
Lampedusa”. 

« Ni un pamphlet ni un essai, c’est le récit d’une métamorphose, celle d’un 
homme qui nous ressemble. » – Le Journal du Dimanche 

« Ce récit est une prise de conscience pleine d’humanité et de dignité. » – 
Ouest France 

« C’est un récit sans artifice, sombre comme l’âme des passeurs, clair comme 
la volonté de l’opticien. » – Le Soir 
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HISTORICAL	&	BIOGRAPHICAL	NOVEL	
Michel Bernard 

DEUX REMORDS DE CLAUDE MONET 
(Claude Monet’s Two Remorses) 

Table Ronde, August 2016, 224 pages 

 
◊ Was longlisted for the Prix Renaudot. 

◊ Shortlisted for the Prix d’une vie du Parisien Magazine, the 
prix Feuille d’Or and the Grand Prix de la Ville de Saint-
Etienne. 

◊ With his clear, precise writing, Michel Bernard perfectly 
renders the way that intimacy blends with history.  

◊ The author documents the mad joy of painting for a 
brilliant artist who joined the dull melancholy of time’s 
passing with the nagging question of wondering if he had 
loved his two guardian angels nearly enough. 

A book that is both poignant and joyful, where in the end a kind of 
paradoxical serenity emerges: that of creation as a magnificent challenge 
to time. 

Several months before his death, when Claude Monet confirmed to the French 
government that he would donate his work Water Lilies to the Orangerie 

museum in Paris, he added a final condition to the contract: that the 
government also purchase a painting he did sixty years earlier, Women in the 
Garden, and display it in the Louvre. For this demand he gave no explanation. 
Deux Remords de Claude Monet tells the story of love and death that – from the 
Mediterranean side of the Cevennes mountains to the shore of the English 
channel, from London to Holland, from Paris to Normandy, from the Paris 
Commune uprising of 1870 to the tragedy of World War I – haunted the painter 
to the end of his days. It’s Claude Monet’s life that interests Michel Bernard, 
but a life recounted through particular prisms: the illustrious figures Frédéric 
Bazille and Camille Doncieux. Bazille was a young painter friend of Monet, 
hailing from a wealthy family in Montpellier.  Enlisting voluntarily in the 
Franco-Prussian war, he died in combat in December 1870. Camille, after 
having been Monet’s favorite model and then his mistress, became his wife the 
same year that Frédéric died. She bore him two sons before dying of cancer in 
1879. And it is through paintings, obviously, that these two figures in his life are 
connected, like Bazille and Camille (Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe), or Women in the 
Garden, purchased by Frédéric to help a penniless Monet.  

We follow Monet’s rise to celebrity and cross paths with Renoir and Sisely, 
Manet and Pissarro, discovering the young man who is worried that success is 
fleeting, as well as the old man in Giverny, known around the world, who after 
World War I would only show the portrait of Camille on her death bed to his 
friend Georges Clémenceau.  

Michel Bernard was born in Bar-le-Duc. A civil servant, he is the author of 
MES TOURS DE FRANCE (L’Âge d’Homme, 1999, La Petite Vermillon, 2014) and 
COMME UN ENFANT, a fictionalized biography of Charles Trenet (2003). After LA 
TRANCHÉE DE CALONNE in 2007 (Prix Erckmann-Chatrian), he published LA 
MAISON DU DOCTEUR LAHEURTE (2008, Prix Maurice Genevoix), LE CORPS 
DE LA FRANCE (2010, Prix Erwan Bergot de l’Armée de Terre), POUR 
GENEVOIX (2011), and LES FORÊTS DE RAVEL (2015, Prix du Festival de 
Musiques de Deauville). 

« C’est tout le mérite de ce magnifique roman, de donner vie à Claude 
Monet, d’en faire un homme de chair placé dans son siècle et son pays, dont 
le cœur bat secrètement au rythme de la vie intime et des épreuves 
communes. » – Salonlitteraire.com 

  

MICHEL BERNARD

DEUX REMORDS 
DE

CLAUDE MONET
ROMAN

LA TABLE RONDE
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Valentine Goby 
UN PAQUEBOT DANS LES ARBRES 

(An Ocean Liner in the Trees) 
Actes Sud, August 2016, 272 pages 

 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix du Style and Prix Landerneau. 

◊ Tuberculosis in the 1950s and the role of institutions such 
as health insurance. 

◊ Family love and responsibilities, the end of childhood 
brings plenty of emotion, drama and anger, for a novel full 
of life. 

In the same vein as KINDERZIMMER, a novel with a documentary interest 
staring a young woman who remains brave and dignified no matter how 
tragic and desperate obstacles can be.  

In the late 1950s, the Blanc family typifies a simple and apparently 
indestructible happiness, revolving around the father, Paulot, who gets the 
whole village dancing in his bar with his harmonica playing. He is watched 
lovingly by his wife and three children, particularly Mathilde, the youngest, an 
indomitably energetic tomboy. Then, out of nowhere and oblivious to this 
harmonious life, illness strikes with its retinue of weakness and cowardice. 

With all the courage of youth, Mathilde takes responsibility for the fate of her 
loved ones. �With meticulous attention to character and a flawless trueness of 
tone, Valentine Goby has produced a poignant uplifting novel, carried by the 

energy and determination of a powerful teenager resolved to help those whom a 
child can only ever think of as invincible. 

Born in 1974, Valentine Goby has been writing for adults and children for 
fifteen years. She is passionate about history and the transmission of stories, and memory 
is her main area of literary exploration. Her last novel, Kinderzimmer (more than 55 000 
copies sold), won the Prix des Libraires 2014. It is translated in German, Danish, 
Spanish, Italian, Dutch and Russian. 

« Valentine Goby plonge dans les années 50 des Trente Glorieuses pour nous 
en montrer non pas la reconstruction économique et la croissance qu'on a 
tant louées, mais la face honteuse, celle de la misère et de l'abandon. (...) A 
travers le très beau personnage de Mathilde, se dessine en filigrane le 
portrait d'une génération. » � – La Marseillaise 

« De roman en roman demeure chez Valentine Goby cette incroyable 
capacité à décrire un univers, une atmosphère, une émotion en une phrase. 
Son écriture enveloppe et transporte. Un régal.  » – Muze 

« Avec ce nouveau roman, magnifique histoire d’amour et de partage, ainsi 
que formidable instantané de la France du temps de toutes les révolutions, 
Valentine Goby nous livre une pièce maîtresse d’une œuvre qui en comporte 
beaucoup. Un très bel hymne à ceux que la vie éprouve.  » – Sarah Castel 
(librairie Terre des Livres, Lyon), Page 

« Valentine Goby est discrète, mais elle construit dans son cabinet d’écriture 
des cathédrales romanesques. Roman d’une femme courage, ce récit est un 
éblouissant et poignant hommage à la dignité des petites gens et à leur 
capacité de résister aux coups du sort.  » – Le Parisien 

« Un récit de vie et de mort, d’une densité impressionnante  » – La Croix 

« Avec Un paquebot dans les arbres, la romancière offre une histoire 
pleine de fraîcheur sur une famille populaire des années 1960 qui enchante la 
rentrée littéraire. Un des plus émouvants romans de la rentrée, humble et 
poétique.  » – Le Pèlerin   
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Aude Lechrist 
UNE ALLURE IMPECCABLE  

(Impeccable Appearances) 
Stock, January 2016, 324 pages 

 

◊ A lively immersion into the atmosphere of Parisian haute 
couture in the 1940-50s 

◊ We travel from Paris to Rome and Rio and meet iconic 
stars such as Rita Hayworth, Marlene Dietrich, Robert 
Capa, and the great couturiers Givenchy, Dior, Balmain, 
Lanvin. 

◊ A glamorous novel yet far from superficial: a modern 
vision of modeling, showing that women can be both 
beautiful and smart using their body to build their carrier 
relying only on themselves. 

Taking as her starting point the real life of a woman who was enough of a 
star to publish the successful MÉMOIRES D’UNE MANNEQUIN 
VEDETTE in 1956, Aude Lechrist adds imagination and style to fill the 
gaps in this unique life. 

The young Christian Dior and Hubert de Givenchy, the eccentric Jacques Fath 
and the house of Lanvin... she modelled for them all. The Second World War 
had just finished, it was a time for creativity, and haute couture was on a 
meteoric rise. �Freddy was a young star model who earned her own freedom. She 
depicts fashion shows, the euphoria in the wings, the waves of excitement 

fuelled by the press, the love affairs. She also describes her group of friends, 
Bettina, Praline, Lucky and Patricia. From fashion houses to fancy dress balls, 
they conquered the world. Until tragedy caught up with them. 

The other side of the coin: Freddy by day was Frédé by night. As manager of 
the famous Carroll’s nightclub, she dressed as a man and led a double life, 
unbeknown to anyone. Encouraged by Marlene Dietrich, with whom she had a 
brief affair, she reigned supreme over Paris night life. But then came a burglary 
in which she was implicated, forcing her to vanish forever. 

A novel that is by turns pacy and intimate, just like these glittering young 
women, their loves and their dreams. 

Aude Lechrist is a weekday evening news presenter for France 24. Her first 
novel, UN CORPS DE FEMME, (L’Éditeur, October 2014) enjoyed considerable 
critical acclaim. 

« Entre la recherche historique et le portrait de femme, cette Allure 
impeccable sait merveilleusement retranscrire l’atmosphère d’une époque. Le 
roman rétro de la rentrée de janvier à offrir aux amateurs d’élégance 
surranée, aux lecteurs en mal d’archives et bien sur aux copines 
fashionistas. » — Toutleculture 
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Éric Marchal 
LÀ OÙ RÊVENT LES ÉTOILES 
(Where The Stars Do Their Dreaming) 

Anne Carrière, May 2016, 800 pages 

 

◊ Sold in Spain & Latin America (Penguin Random 
House/Grijalbo). 

◊ 18,000 copies sold. 

The 19th century saw a new generation of cathedral builders. They worked 
with steal, iron and copper as well as stone, and they aimed to reach the 
heavens as no one had ever dreamed of doing before them. 

Their magic is called ‘engineering’ and their creations are seemingly impossible 
bridges and viaducts, factories and stations, constructed with wooden trusses of 
prodigious dimensions, giant statues and towers made of metal. All of these men 
venerated the same God; they called it Progress. In this book,  

Éric Marchal pays tribute to them in an astonishing story of a family, friendship 
and human genius. �June 1863. In the immensity of the Andalusian desert plain, 
two men meet. They are very different in character, but united in their passion 
for progress. One of them, Clément Delhorme, pioneer of high altitude balloon 
flights, was to give us the first weather forecasting models. The other, Gustave 
Eiffel, an ambitious young engineer newly married, dreams of working 
independently as a builder. From that day on, their genius is the link between 
their lives and their dreams of breaking records. Delhorme places the world in a 
huge equation and tries to solve all its unknowns, while Alicia, his wife, deals 
with renovating the abandoned palaces of the Alhambra. The birth of their 

three children, each with a different temperament, shapes the destiny of this 
unique family. Meanwhile, Eiffel is forging his future like a myth, from the 
Maria Pia bridge to the Tower that bears his name and the Statue of Liberty. 

Between Paris and Granada run the intersecting paths of these two families 
who experienced the magic of progress. 

Eric Marchal has often been called ‘France’s Ken Follet’. His first three novels, 
INFLUENZA, LE SOLEIL SOUS LA SOIE and LA PART DE L’AUBE were highly 
successful. 

“Do you like Ken Follett? You’re going to love this big book brimming with 
stories.” – Télé 7 Jours 
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Bertil Scali 
VILLA WINDSOR 

Michel Lafon, September 2016, 245 pages  

 

◊ From the 30s to the 90s, two iconic and controversial 
couples and a unique home that forms a bridge between 
them: a mansion in Paris’s exclusive Bois de Boulogne, 
designed as a luxurious jewel-box of a home. 

◊ The surprising fate of a man who was briefly King of 
England, and the woman he loved and for whom he 
abdicated. 

◊ A fascinating book that’s impossible to put down, that 
recreates the atmosphere of a century marked not only by 
war, but also by frivolity. 

A novel with atmosphere, luxury, frivolity and great wealth. 

Just outside of Paris, in the bourgeois suburb of Neuilly sur Seine, behind the 
side lane along Boulevard Richard Wallace, stands Villa Windsor, whose walls 
have witnessed a half a century of secrets, high-society life and scandalous love 
affairs. General de Gaulle lived there immediately after the war, but the villa is 
best-known as the pied à terre of Edward VIII, a romantic, rebellious playboy 
who, on December 11, 1936, abdicated the throne for the love of Wallis 
Simpson, a twice-divorced American socialite – a decision that eventually led to 
his niece Elizabeth II’s accession to the throne she still occupies. After the Duke 
and Duchess of Windsor’s troubled war period and years of luxurious 
wandering, France welcomed with open arms the couple that the British 

monarchy had turned its back on. Villa Windsor is where they would live out 
their lives. 

This book relates far more than just that famous romance, of course. It also 
details the Windsors’ sometimes unsavory companions; for they rubbed 
shoulders with a wide range of public figures from their times: from Renée Van 
Cleef, heir to the house of Van Cleef and Arpels who, hounded because of her 
Jewish background, committed suicide in 1942 to Hitler, who welcomed the 
Duke to his eagle’s nest in Bavaria and for whom the Duke had a great liking, 
which would cost him dearly, via Churchill, Coco Chanel, Lord Mountbatten, 
Prince Charles and of course, Queen Elizabeth. 

Years later, in 1997, Villa Windsor would also be the last home that Lady Diana 
visited, just a few hours before her untimely death. Following in the Duke and 
Duchess of Windsor’s footsteps, she was planning to take up residence there 
with her fiancé, Dodi Al-Fayed. 

Bertil Scali, 43, is a journalist and an editor. As Paris-Match magazine’s 
correspondent in London, he reported on the Royal Family’s upheavals at the time of 
Charles and Diana’s divorce, meeting the Prince of Wales and many of the legendary 
couple’s closest friends, from Richard Branson to Tony Blair. 
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Alexandre Seurat 
L’ADMINISTRATEUR PROVISOIRE  

(The Temporary Civil Servant) 
Rouergue, August 2016, 192 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold: Italian (Codice). 

◊ Under option with Atlas Contact (Netherlands) and 
Modrijan (Slovenia). 

This documentary novel sheds light on an episode that, until recently, has 
been mostly neglected, the economical “Aryanisation” of Vichy France, a 
crime that has long remained buried in the collective subconscious. This 
enquiry draws on real documents and proves momentous for one 
particular family and for history in general. 

Faced with the death of his younger brother, which awakens a family secret, the 
narrator starts questioning his relations, then, when they offer only silence, he 
continues his research in the National Archives. He discovers that his great-
grandfather, Raoul H., acted as a temporary civil servant, overseeing the 
confiscation of Jewish assets during the Occupation in Paris. 

Born in 1979, Alexandre Seurat, who studied at the Ecole Nationale 
Supérieure, is a professor of literature in Angers. His first novel, La Maladroite, gained 
considerable recognition among the raft of new books for the 2015 “Eentrée littéraire” 
(finalist for the Prix Fnac, short-listed for the Prix Femina, winner of the Prix Envoyé 
par la Poste) and has been translated into a number of languages (Italian, Dutch, 
Slovenian). 

« Alexandre Seurat mène une enquête à charge sur le passé opaque d'une 
famille de la bourgeoisie française. (...) Cette façon qu'a son écriture de 
forcer le silence des crimes est une nouvelle fois glaçante. » � – Livres Hebdo  

« L’ombre tutélaire de Patrick Modiano veille sur ce récit empoisonné […] 
Un livre subtil, éclairant, terrible. » – Le Magazine Littéraire 

« Un texte fort, d’une finesse psychologique remarquable, à l’écriture 
limpide, sans atours. » – Lire  

« Alexandre Seurat nous convie, sans pathos ni emphase, dans un espace 
littéraire intermédiaire rare et singulier. Ici, toutes les pieces d’archives sonr 
authentiques et glaçantes. La force du réel et de l’imaginaire nous saisit. » – 
Page des Libraires  
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Eric Vuillard 
14 JUILLET  

14th July 
Actes Sud, August 2016, 208 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold: Germany (Matthes & Seitz). 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix Fémina, Prix Interallié, Grand prix 
du roman de l’Académie française and Prix du Roman des 
Étudiants France Culture-Télérama 2017. 

◊ Under option with Errata Naturae (Spain) and Pushkin 
Press (UK). 

On 28th April 1789 the French revolution began when the Titon Folly was 
sacked by factory workers threatened with a drop in wages. France was 
going bankrupt, dying of hunger. Then came the long night of 13th July, an 
oppressive and frightening vigil when no one slept and, as 14th July 
dawned, the Revolution was underway. 

Éric Vuillard immerses us in the turbulence of that famous day, bringing back 
to life the great rebellion that has petrified over time. Because we should see 
things from the point of view of the nameless crowd, his 14th July is a collective 
narrative. Dazzling miniatures creating a magnificent fresco. 

An ardent epiphany of a book which reveals something we tend to forget: 
freedom also means universal equality in the face of History. 

A writer and filmmaker, Éric Vuillard won the 2010 Ignatius J. Reilly Prize 
for Conquistadors, the 2012 Franz-Hessel Prize and the 2013 Valery-Larbaud Prize for 
Congo (more than 10 000 copies sold) and La Bataille d’Occident (March 2012) and the 
2015 Joseph-Kessel Prize for Tristesse de la terre (August 2014 / more than 18 000 
copies sold). 

« Après ce récit captivant, parfaitement maîtrisé, qui raconte cet événement 
d'en bas, à hauteur de misère, on pourrait parodier le dialogue entre Louis 
XVI et le duc de La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt. C'est une révolte ? Non, c'est 
le 14 juillet ! » � – Livres Hebdo 

« C'est cet épisode mondialement célèbre, et pourtant si méconnu, qu’Éric 
Vuillard brosse avec lyrisme dans son nouveau récit, aussi bref que sidérant. 
(...) Car le grand mythe républicain repose bien sur ce mécanisme 
implacable, qui voit un peuple se soulever contre ses dirigeants. En faisant le 
récit d'une journée (...), l'auteur restitue à la fête nationale son caractère 
éminemment actuel. » – Lire 
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COMMERCIAL	FICTION	

Isabelle Artus 
LA PETITE BOUTIQUE JAPONAISE 

(The Little Japanese Shop) 
Edito editions, April 2016, 310 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold to France (Flammarion), Germany (Piper), 
Spain (Salamandra) and Italy (La Nave di Teseo), French 
Canada (Edito), the Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek), 
Czech Republic (Argo). 

◊ Piper and Salamandra have bought the rights of this first 
novel after a nice 5-figures deal! 

◊ French feel-good at it’s best with a Japanese twist.  

◊ A very rare jewel: an exotic journey into Japanese culture 
and traditions, as well as a search for identity! 

A Parisian geisha looks for her samurai. 

Pamela's aim in life is to become an accomplished geisha. Waitress in a Chinese 
restaurant in the Parisian suburbs, she meets doctor Atsuro, owner of a small 
bonsai's shop. After a bleak childhood in Brittany suburb of St-Brieuc 
punctuated by TV series such as Kung Fu, Thad has become the henchman of a 
Japanese general. Thad and Pamela are made for each other and between them 
it is love at first sight. But one day Thad disappears, leaving behind him an 

enigmatic letter and an heartbroken Pamela. The brave geisha does not hesitate 
to leave to Tokyo to look for her warrior. But to find her lover, she will have to 
learn more about herself and to live many amazing adventures in the Land of 
the Rising Sun. 

Isabelle Artus works for a perfume company. LA PETITE BOUTIQUE 
JAPONAISE is her first novel! 

« Un roman initiatique sous forme de comédie déjantée mettant en scène une 
serveuse à Melun qui se rêve geisha et un amateur breton de films de 
kung-fu devenu homme de main. – » – Livres Hebdo 

« Pour son premier roman, original et jubilatoire, Isabelle Artus a imaginé 
un vaste "puzzle cosmique" qui, entre la France et le Japon, parvient à 
réunir deux êtres dont les destinées n’auraient jamais dû se croiser. C’est la 
puissante médecine de la littérature. » – Livres Hebdo 

« Roman initiatique et drôle, assorti d’une réjouissante histoire d’amour. » – 
+ de Pep’s 
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Anouk Laclos 
MON CHER STAGIAIRE 

(My Dear Intern) 
Calmann Levy, June 2016, 240 pages 

 

◊ French pocket rights sold to: Le Livre de Poche. 
A striking young French widow finds herself at the head of a vast 
champagne empire where she will initiate an inexperienced American 
intern to French pleasures. But is he really as naïve as he claims to be? 

Anouk Van Styn is an attractive 42 year-old. After losing her husband, Ar- 
mand, to a prolonged illness, she is now at the head of the Van Styn family 
champagne business, in spite of her in-laws’ reluctance. 

On her first day as the group’s president, Anouk meets Andrew Nichols, a 
twenty-one-year old American interested in doing an internship at Van Styn’s. 
At first Anouk turns him down, but later, as she is leaving the office, she is 
assaulted in the street and Andrew comes to her rescue — Anouk de- cides to 
give him a chance. 

More and more charmed by the young American, and his perfect allure, she 
asks him to accompany her on a business trip to Istanbul, where a Van Styn 
hotel & spa is being inaugurated. In the luxury setting, Anouk rediscovers the 
delights of physical pleasure, in the hands of both a Turkish masseur and a 
charming and provocative female architect, named Aylin. After Aylin shows up 
in Anouk’s bed one night, Andrew mistakenly believes his boss prefers women 

and confides to her that his girlfriend, Jenny, doesn’t like him to kiss her. It is 
the perfect occasion for Anouk to instigate erotic games with her intern, in all 
innocence. Each new business trip is the opportunity for a new lesson. But little 
by little, despite her better judgment, Anouk’s feelings get involved... 

And as things start to heat up at work for Anouk, she discovers her young 
intern may not be quite as innocent as he had seemed. Could Andrew have been 
hired to compromise her job? 

Anouk Laclos was a business leader in the luxury sector before dropping her 
career to devote herself to writing — and love. My Dear Intern, written under a pen- 
name, is her first novel. 
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Laurence Peyrin 
LA DROLE DE VIE DE ZELDA ZONK  

(The Surprising Life of Zelda Zonk) 
Kero, May 2015, 393 pages 

 

◊ English sample available. 

◊ Prix Maison de la Presse 2015. 

◊ French Paperback  sold (Pocket). 
◊ You’ll laugh and you’ll cry with these charismatic, lively 

characters. 

◊ Thoughts about the meaning of life, and about getting a 
second chance that will appeal to women of all ages and 
will make them want to breathe a bit of magic into their 
own lives. 

Hanna’s encounter with Zelda, who is 85, has a profound effect on the 
younger woman, after a terrible accident, gets a chance to step back and 
think about what she really wants out of life. 

Hanna lives in a village in Ireland with her husband Jeffrey and her niece. A 
car accident puts her in the hospital, where she realizes that she is lucky to be 
alive. In the convalescence home, Hanna gets to know Zelda Zonk, her 
roommate, an upbeat and cheerful old woman of 85, who spends most of her 
time doing embroidery. As time goes by and they talk about their lives, a deep 
friendship gradually grows between the two women, leading Hanna to think 
about what she really wants out of life. Is she truly happy with the life she lives? 

Hanna eventually becomes convinced that Zelda is actually Marilyn Monroe, 
since Zelda Zonk was one of the movie star’s pseudonyms. 

As she explores Zelda’s life story, she’s really looking for herself. An affair with 
Michael, Zelda’s sexy and unfettered son, will change her convictions. What 
kind of life does she really want? Hanna winds up moving to New York with 
Jeffrey and giving birth to Michael’s daughter, while respecting his need for 
freedom. Zelda dies before Hanna can figure out her secret… but in the end, 
does it really matter? 

Laurence Peyrin wrote for the press for 20 ans. With six mostly teenaged 
children, she now devotes her time to fiction, isolating herself daily to write. 
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Laurence Peyrin 
HANNAH 

Kero, November 2015, 277 pages 

 

After the success OF LA DRÔLE DE VIE DE ZELDA ZONK, Prix des 
Maisons de la Presse 2015, former journalist Laurence Peyrin has written 
another delightful charmer of a novel, to be savored like one of Hanna’s 
cupcakes ! 

The Pemberley bookstore is where you can find that amazing book you didn’t 
know you wanted, where you can rest your feet and indulge in some delicious 
cupcakes. Hanna has turned the place into an oasis for weary travelers, for she 
is one herself. After a painful breakup, this is where she has come to recover 
with her little daughter Eleanor. 

But Hanna has no idea that she is not the only one who is hiding something 
about her past. Her new husband, her sister and even her most faithful clients, 
old eccentric professor Allenwood and young Russian expat Elena, all of them 
are jealously guarding some secrets that will need only the tiniest spark to tear 
Hanna’s carefully constructed new life apart... 
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Régis de Sa Moreira 
COMME DANS UN FILM 

(Like In A Movie) 
 Au Diable Vauvert, August 2016, 352 pages 

 

◊ We do not handle Polish rights for this title. 

◊ Rights sold: Italy (NNE). 

◊ A love story made original because it is written like a 
movie script, with dialogues, actors and extras that spice it 
up! 

◊ The style of the author, very funny, has a lot of second 
degree; we laugh a lot, as if watching a performance. 

In this love story like no other, Régis de Sa Moreira, revisits the love story 
codes. A must read and a must see!  

This is the great film of a couple’s life. First meeting, desire, sexe, passion, habit, 
weariness, anger, aversion, break-up, renunciation, settlement, love, kids... A 
great movie full of humour, tenderness, with a magic simplicity: you follow with 
passion the universal adventure of love and couple to the test of time. 

A unique novel that you you read like a suspense movie! 

Régis de Sa Moreira is French. Born in 1973 to a Brazilian father and a French 
mother. After living in New-York and Brazil, he lives today in Paris and is a translator 
from English. COMME DANS UN FILM is his sixth novel. 

« Une fraicheur, une poésie, un humour qui font du bien, pour raconter la vie 
qui n'est pas toujours comme dans un film ni un roman... » Librairie 
Mots en Marge 

« Un texte plein d’humour et d’une simplicité magique dont les personnages 
vous accompagneront bien après avoir tourné la dernière page. »Librairie 
L’autre Monde 

« Légèreté, optimisme et humour ! Un coup de cœur ! » Hall du Livre, 
Nancy 
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Alex Riva 
LA GRÈVE DES FEMMES FORMIDABLES 

(The Wonderful Women Strike) 
Denoël, March 2016, 240 pages  

 
◊ A formidable foursome that is reminiscent of the four 

heroines in Sex and the City. 

◊ Alex Riva is one of these formidable women. She went on 
strike in her own life after approaching a burn out. 

◊ A novel for a female audience, at once sharp, witty and 
moving, easy to identify with. 

Ditch everything and join the Wonderful Women Strike! Have you ever 
wanted to ditch it all? To say “stop”? To take a bit of time, even just an 
hour, to yourself only?  

Emma is thirty-nine. She is divorced, has two beautiful daughters and a career 
in communication. She brilliantly juggles with her family, her work and her 
quest for a charming prince. Like so many women in her generation, she still 
hopes to find happiness, just like in the movies and in the magazines. But where 
to find the time to look for it when you do not have a minute to yourself? 
Thankfully, Emma can count on Alice, Andrea and Chloé, her long time 
girlfriends. The four of them go through the exact same thing: always busy 
taking care of other people’s needs, they have lost touch of themselves, and are 
not as happy as they used to be. 

One evening, as the four friends are gathered around a drink, Chloé shares an 
idea of hers: go on strike, the Wonderful Women Strike. The plan is simple: run 
away for a week without leaving any means to contact them, and finally take the 
time to think about themselves, and reflect upon the past, the present and the 
future. They head to Greece, determined to forget all about daily life, work, 
family and sentiments. 

Alex Riva was born in 1973 in Tours. She is the mother of two girls aged 14 
and 11, and works as a freelancer in communication. She also teaches in several schools 
in Paris and in the rest of France. LA GRÈVE DES FEMMES FORMIDABLES is 
her debut novel. 
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Alex Riva  
QUAND L’IMPRÉVU S’EN MÊLE  

(When the Unexpected Strikes) 
Denoël, June 2016, 240 pages 

 

◊ Alex Riva stages the come back of her four heroines in this 
new volume filled with humour, emotions and numerous 
twists. 

◊ Funny, witty, and touching, a fine example of “Chick Lit” 
that readers will easily relate to. 

After LA GRÈVE DES FEMMES FORMIDABLES, the eagerly awaited 
return of Emma, Alice, Andrea and Chloe for new adventures. 

After a magical week spent in Greece, it is time to return to Paris for our 
beloved wonderful four Emma, Alice, Andrea and Chloe. Yet going back to the 
ways of the past is not an option. Their stay in Greece proved a game changer 
on many levels, and each of them is determined to get her life back on track 
professionally and personally. For their men too, the strike also provided an 
opportunity to reflect upon things, and they seem willing to make a fresh start. 
But sticking to these resolutions is not that simple, especially when the 
unexpected strikes... 

The wonderful four will have to change their plans for various reasons: for 
Andrea a baby she was no longer hoping for, a fabulous professional 
opportunity for Chloe, a re-acquaintance with an old flame for Emma, including 
a terrible ordeal. Alice is going through a rough sentimental patch. Paul has 

undergone a complete transformation ever since she came back, and has 
become the man she wanted him to be, and yet, she only has eyes for Olivier, 
whom she fell for during her Greek spell. And things will only get worse, as she 
is diagnosed with breast cancer. The four friends need to stick together more 
than ever. Who knows, maybe all these unforeseen events, whether good or 
bad, will prove to be blessings in disguise? 

Alex Riva was born in Tours, France, in 1973. She is the mother of two 
daughters aged 16 and 12, and works in communications. She also teaches in several 
schools in Paris and in the rest of France. QUAND L’IMPRÉVU S’EN MÊLE is the 
sequel to LA GRÈVE DES FEMMES FORMIDABLES.  
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Suzanne Roy 
POUR LE MEILLEUR ET POUR LE PIRE 

(For Better And For Worse) 
Bragelonne, July 2016, 250 pages 

 

◊ A passionate relationship, deeply marked by a tumultuous 
past, in which love and hatred are indistinguishable, and 
the protagonists both attract and reject each other. 

◊ An entertaining, refreshing romance that also addresses 
difficult topics, like abortion. 

◊ A journey both geographical and emotional, from Montreal 
to Catalonia, and from resentment to passion. 

◊ Laugh-out-loud dialogues, served up by a couple with a 
biting sense of repartee. 

Passion, secret grudges, and two explosive personalities: a dangerous 
cocktail in sunny Spain! 

Jennifer is proud of her life in Montreal. She has a stimulating career and a 
boyfriend who pampers her, she doesn't need anything else – especially not her 
estranged husband! 

Yet there is Bruno, eight years after the marvelous summer they spent on his 
property in Spain and where they have fallen madly in love, got married, and 
then separated for reasons still unknown to him, he is now demanding her to 
return to Spain. He needs to get divorced as soon as possible because he’s 

planning on remarrying soon. Even though putting life on hold is out of the 
question for Jennifer, she forgets how Bruno can be determined.  

In spite of her strong will, Jennifer is forced to go back to the place she was 
trying to forget and revisit their past. These two fiery temperaments in constant 
conflict could rekindle the flame of an all-consuming passion. 

A voracious reader and a self-proclaimed geekette, Suzanne Roy lives in 
Montréal, Québec. With degrees in literature and communications, she is a professor in 
digital media studies. Although her reading encompasses a wide variety of genres and 
subject matters, she has a weakness for romance of all kinds. 
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Sophie de Villenoisy  
JOYEUX SUICIDE ET BONNE ANNÉE  

(Merry Suicide and Happy New Year!) 
Denoël, May 2016, 256 pages 

 
◊ Rights sold in Russia (AST), Korea (Sodam & Taeil), 

Czech Republic and Slovakia (Albatros Media/Motto), 
Romania (Lider). 

◊ Feature film rights sold! 

◊ France: pocket book rights sold after a splendid auction! 

◊ A novel supported by Tatiana de Rosnay and Delphine de 
Vigan! 

◊ In turn hilarious and moving, a salutary read in today’s 
world: it is a celebration of life written with finesse and 
wit.  

◊ At the crossroads of Frank Capra’s It’s a Wonderful Life and 
Bridget Jones, the writing style seduces the reader from the 
very first lines, delivering a most enjoyable mix of humor 
and tenderness, with plenty of surprises to boot.  

Completely washed out, Sylvie, 40 years old, single with no children, is 
about to end it all... But a series of unexpected events will thwart her plans! 
A merry comedy that will give you the desire to live to the fullest. 

“What are you doing for Christmas? I’ll commit suicide, how about you? Of 
course, if you put things like that, it may sound sinister, but at 45, it’s my best 

option. It’s not like I’m leaving mourning loved ones behind. I don’t desert a 
husband and child. I don’t even have a dog, or a cat, or a parrot, who’ll miss me. 

That leaves me two months to get to know the real me. Two months is very 
short. But it can also be long, depending on what actually happens in the 
meantime…” 

Single, with a handful of friends, no parents, no boyfriend and no children, 
Sylvie is convinced that her life is meaningless. Suicide seems to be the only 
appealing option. She is monitored by a shrink called Franck, who imposes all 
kinds of off-kilter challenges on her. But her mind is made up: she is to commit 
suicide on December 25th. However, an unexpected encounter with a homeless 
woman will shake her beliefs to the core.  

Sophie de Villenoisy is a journalist and a writer/scriptwriter. She is the author 
of several how-to books for Éditions Leduc, and of eight humorous comic books. The 
last one to date, BIEN FAIT !, a graphic comedy, was released in 2015, at Éditions 
Delcourt.  
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CRIME	AND	SUSPENSE	NOVELS	 
Noël Balen & Vanessa Barrot 

LA CRÈME ÉTAIT PRESQUE PARFAITE  
(The Cream Was Almost Perfect) 

Fayard, October 2014, 192 pages, Crimes gourmands series, Vol. 2 

 

◊ Rights sold to Germany (BTB) and US/English language 
(The French Book) and Russia (Eksmo) 

◊ A lively and accessible tour of Normandy’s culinary 
tradition via the people who keep them alive: from 
restaurant chefs to farmers, via producers of artisanal 
cheeses, sausages and more... The dishes, products, 
restaurants and recipes are described in loving detail. 

◊ A book that lets anyone who’s interested slip inside a hard-
to-penetrate milieu: the world of fine food, with its unique 
structure. 

◊ An easy-to-read guide to the riches of Normandy (D-Day 
beaches, literary history and more) that will appeal to 
foreign readers. 

 

In the second volume of this foodie crime-procedural series, we head off 
for a mouth-watering journey through the lush culinary and cultural 
heritage of the fields of Normandy. 

Laure Grenadier, editor of Plaisirs de table, a cooking magazine, and her 
photographer, Paco Alvarez, are on the scene for a mass poisoning in a 
renowned restaurant, Le Bocage gourmet. The guilty dish is a veal cutlet with 
Sauce Normande, and Laure and Paco were one of the few tables that hadn’t 
ordered it. While she’s working on her report on Normandy’s culinary 
treasures, Laure keeps tabs on the police investigation, which is harming the 
reputations of many of her favorite chefs and artisans. Between restaurant 
meals and visits to farmers, she meets a wide range of potential perpetrators, 
and winds up working out how the murderer managed to get his hands on the 
murder weapon, cyanide, without attracting suspicion. The police finally catch 
the guilty party, who was looking for revenge. The novel ends on a hopeful 
note, because Laure’s friend’s restaurant, whose specialty is the dishes 
mentioned in Remembrance of Things Past, can finally open, and opening night 
is success. In addition to a well-written criminal investigation, the plot leads us 
on a culinary stroll through Normandy. LA CRÈME ÉTAIT PRESQUE 
PARFAITE is a 100%-French police procedural that cheerfully pokes fun at 
itself. 

Vanessa Barrot is a business lawyer, foodie and book lover. Noël Balen is a 
writer and a jazz musician, the author of dozens of novels, shorts stories, essays and 
biographies. 
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Noël Balen & Vanessa Barrot 
UN CADAVRE EN TOQUE  
(The Corpse Wore A Chef’s Hat) 

Fayard, February 2015, 208 pages, Crimes gourmands series, Vol. 1 

 

◊ Rights sold to Germany (BTB) and US/English language 
(The French Book) and Russia (Eksmo). 

◊ After Lyon and Normandy, Laure Grenadier’s third 
investigation takes us to Paris. 

◊ Faithful readers will be pleased to renew their 
acquaintance with the enjoyable characters from the first 
and second volumes, although each book stands alone. 

Brimming with local color and flavor, each of the whodunits blends fiction, 
historical fact and culinary anecdotes, a handful of regional recipes and 
cooking experiments tossed in for good measure.  

Julien Villedieu, the high priest of Parisian gastronomy, is on his way to 
earning a third star. He and Laure Grenadier had become friends when he was 
a simple sous-chef and she was a struggling journalist. After the famous chef is 
found assassinated, Laure is put on the case. Her friend it turns out had an 
unsuspected dark and toxic side. 

 

Noël Balen & Vanessa Barrot 

PETITS MEURTRES À L’ÉTOUFFÉE  
(Little Braised Murders) 

Fayard, April 2014, 198 pages, Crimes gourmands series, Vol. 3 

 

◊ Rights sold to Germany (BTB) and US/English language 
(The French Book) and Russia (Eksmo). 

 “Gourmet Crimes” combines gastronomy and suspense in a series of 
investigations led by authoritative restaurant critic and epicurean insider, 
Laure Grenadier. 

The owner of a typical Lyon restaurant, the Petit Pouce, is found assassinated, a 
tightly bound garbage bag over his head. A day later, the proprietor of another 
famous “bouchon” is killed exactly the same way. Renowned food critic, Laure 
Grenadier, knew both of the victims and is deeply affected. When a similar 
third murder is committed the very next day, she decides to look for answers. 
Were the murders random heinous acts? Or were the killings motivated by 
passion, perhaps even corporatist jealousy?  

Brimming with local color and flavor, each of these whodunits blends fiction, 
historical fact and culinary anecdotes, a handful of regional recipes and cooking 
experiments tossed in for good measure. 
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Pascale Dietrich 
(A Nice Quiet Island) 

Liana Levi, May 2016, 160 pages  

 

Between a thriller and a comedy, an inventive, biting, and irreverent novel 
about island life, relationships, and an unexpected band of criminals. 

After years of absence, Edelweiss returns to Trevedic, the quiet little island 
where she was born, to bury her father. According to the local police, the 
botany enthusiast and respected mayor of the island fell from a cliff on a day of 
high winds. But the young wo- man doesn’t quite believe it. She also notices 
that the islanders have changed their habits: the houses have been freshly 
painted, the neighbors have installed surveillance cameras, some own yachts or 
luxury cars, and her father himself had amassed a tidy fortune before his death. 
When tennis balls decorated with skull and cross- bones land in the garden and 
she finds the head of Pasqua, the family dog, in the refrigerator, Edelweiss 
decides to extend her stay to clear up these mysteries. It’s also an opportunity to 
put a little distance between herself and life in Paris and Walter, her yuppy «bit 
of a jerk» boyfriend. 

Pascale Dietrich was born in Tours, France, in 1980 and currently lives in 
Paris. A researcher at INED (National Ins- titute for Demographic Research), her work 
concerns the inequalities in hou- sing and living conditions of the most disadvantaged. 
She has published several short stories in reviews and collections (Monsieur Toussaint 
Louverture) as well as a first novel (Le Homard, Polaroid Collection, In8 Publishing, 
2013). 

 “In this thriller, the characters are incongruous, the situations bizarre, the 
murders mysterious, and the conclusion totally immoral. “ Le 
Télégramme 

“An ironic novel, inventive and deli- ciously unexpected.” Lire 

“Electric atmospheres and an- guishing behind-closed-doors scenes under a 
Turner-like watery sky.” Avantages  
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Dominique Sylvain 
KABUKICHO 

Viviane Hamy, October 2016, 230 pages 

 

◊ Kabukicho is a Tokyo neighbourhood where hostesses, 
gigolos, yakuzas and other visitors of the night rub 
shoulders with each other. In some of these night clubs, in 
true Japanese tradition, distinction and seduction take 
precedence over the pleasures of the flesh... 

◊ Dominique Sylvain lived for many years in Tokyo, the city 
to which she dedicated her first novel Baka! She is very 
familiar with Japanese culture and positively worships the 
novelist, Haruki Murakami. 

Deep in Tokyo’s red-light district, Eros and Thanatos are closely entwined: 
a heinous murder takes place and an investigation is conducted at 
lightning speed. 

The seductive Yudai is a talented gigolo of Kabukicho. In this universe full of 
appearances and false confidence, he has made a friend, Kate Sanders, a young 
British woman and hostess at the Gaïa Club owned by the elegant Sanae. When 
Kate disappears in mysterious circumstances, Yudai, and her flatmate and 
colleague, Marie, are overcome with worry. 

Alerted by a disturbing photo of Kate asleep and a message sent to his mobile, 
Kate’s father, Jason Sanders, lands in Tokyo to try to find out what has 
happened to his daughter. He moves heaven and earth and steps up the 

investigation which is unfolding at a rhythm set by the seemingly very calm 
Superintendent Yamada. 

But still waters run deep. Yamada locates the victim’s mobile near Lake Chiba 
and manages to find the body; Kate has been tied up and buried alive in her 
prettiest dress. Which mysterious lover had she met that day? The Kabukicho 
trap seems to have closed over her. 
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THRILLERS	
Harold Cobert  

LA MÉSANGE ET L’OGRESSE 
(The Chickadee and the Ogress)  

Plon, August 2016, 432 pages 

 

◊ TV Rights sold - mini series in 6 episodes. 

◊ Based on the true story of the Fourniret, a couple of serial 
killers from Belgium. 

For more than 15 years, Michel Fourniret was a serial killer. His targets: 
young girls. His wife, Monique, never left him: these two had found each 
other. 

June 26, 2003. « The ogre of the Ardennes », Michel Fourniret, is arrested in 
Belgium. �June 22, 2004. After a year of questioning, his spouse, Monique 
Olivier - whom he calls his “chickadee” - unveils a significant portion of her 
husband’s criminal record, at the very moment when, lacking evidence, the 
Belgium police was about to release him. He is sentenced to life imprisonment, 
and Monique Olivier - accused of duplicity and of information witholding - is 
sentenced to perpetuity with 28 years of mandatory jail term. 

Diving at the heart of absolute evil, this fictional investigation alternates 
viewpoints, that of the police chief and of Monique Olivier herself. 

For the first time, the enigma is examined: was she a victim or a partner in 
crime? Instrument or evil brain? Chickadee or Ogress? 

Firmly backed up by the investigation files and fueled by interviews with 
experts, the book benefited from the insight of the police chief who led the case. 

Harold Cobert is the author of numerous novels, including UN HIVER AVEC 
BAUDELAIRE, translated in 5 countries, L’ENTREVUE DE SAINT-CLOUD 
(Éditions Héloïse d’Ormesson) and JIM (Plon, 2014). 

« À partir d'une affaire connue de tous, Harold Cobert construit un roman-
enquête minutieusement documenté. Malgré l'horreur des faits et la 
perversité des assassins, on lit. On lit pour comprendre. On lit parce que la 
fiction prouve ici son efficacité quand il s'agit de conjecturer des possibles à 
partir de faits. » – yspaddaden.com 

« Avec cette plongée dans l'horreur, Harold Cobert signe un éblouissant 
voyage au cœur du mal... » – Lire 
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Sandrine Collette 
LES LARMES NOIRES SUR LA TERRE  

(The Black Tears on the Earth) 
Denoel, February 2017, 320 pages 

 

◊  After the sensational Il reste la poussière, winner of the 
Landerneau Noir Award 2016, Sandrine Collette delivers a 
deeply moving dark and social novel, set in the Dante-like 
Wrecking Yard. Her female characters are the heroines of 
a modern-day take on The Thousand and One Nights.  

In a world in freefall, they are warriors who lost it all, but still cling on to a 
few sparks of hope, because they stand together. Their strength lies in 
their capacity to stay together, support one-another and stay clear-
headed... If one of them raises her head, all the girls might make it alive. 

It only took one. Just once, Moe made the wrong decision and left her native 
island to follow a man to Paris. She was only 20 then. Six years later, she had 
become a wreck with a toddler at her side as her sole possession, and ended up 
in a shelter for the deprived. Its officials call it the High Dam, but its inmates 
call it The Wrecking Yard. 

The Wrecking Yard is a slum town consisting in wedged wrecked cars where 
the destitute residents live, and empty streets lined by bashed cars. Each car has 
a number, and is attributed to one person. For Moe, it’s number 2167, and a 
grey 306 Peugeot. The backseats are gone, but two towels were left for her and 
her baby boy. The rules of the Wrecking Yard are simple: if she wants to 
survive, she needs to work, for a few euros each day. And if she decides to 

leave, she will have to pay an exit charge, the equivalent of 13 years of hard 
work at least, if she manages to spend next to nothing except milk for the baby 
and rice for herself. As her life seems to be bent on a downward spiral, finally 
something positive happens: on her street, five female residents decided to get 
together to form an alliance, a clos-knit circle helping them all to face the 
violence of the neighbourhood and the dark times they go through. Soon 
enough, Moe and her boy are adopted by Ada, the elderly one, who knows 
herbs and plants, and treats the whole Yard; Jaja, the warrior; Poule the 
survivor, the sweet Marie-Thé, and Nini, the one who cannot comes to terms 
with her downfall, and still yearns for looking pretty, and dancing and drinking 
and hoping... She is the one who will bring calamity upon them all. 

Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She divides her life between her career as 
a writer and her horse farm in Morvan. She previously wrote Des noeuds d’acier (2013), 
Un vent de cendres (2014), Six fourmis blanches (2015) and Il reste la poussière (2016). 
Des noeuds d’acier met with public and critical success, sold nearly 70,000 copies, and 
was awarded the 2013 Best Crime Novel Award. 
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Sandrine Collette 
IL RESTE LA POUSSIÈRE  

(The Dust Remains) 
Denoël, January 2016, 320 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold: USA (Europa/WEL) and Italy (E/O Edizioni). 

◊ 15,000 copies sold! 

◊ Awarded the Prix Landerneau Polar 2016!! 

◊ English sample available. 

◊ The alternating points of view contribute to the painful, 
increasing tension that reigns within a family torn between 
love and hate. 

◊ A tale full of violence: violence between people, but also the 
violence of untamed nature and a harsh climate. 

◊ Finding treasure will lead, not to wealth and happiness, but 
to death and destruction  

With this dark novel, in a sublime but hostile natural setting, Sandrine 
Collette explores unbearable family relations and the fate of a boy who 
tries to escape this suffocating, isolated family. 

Argentina, 19th-century. A woman lives alone with her four sons on desolate 
land in Patagonia. One angry night, she killed her drunkard husband. She hides 
the crime from everyone, and acts like a man: she goes to the bar, plays cards 

and more. Her sensitive youngest son, Rafael, grows up with his three brutish 
brothers, two viciously violent twins who beat him up often, and a third brother 
who everyone assumes is mentally retarded. One night, the mother loses one of 
the twins in a card game. Now there are just three boys, and they have to work 
all the time. One day when his big brother beats him even harder than usual, 
Rafael forgets to closes the stable, and the horses get away. Rafael wanders for 
days, trying to find them. In his wandering, he meets a wounded man who he 
tries to help, but the man dies, leaving a bag full of bills that Rafael brings back 
to the family farm. Instead of solving all their problems, the money winds up 
breaking the family apart. They fight over it, badgering the mother, who has 
hidden it. She pretends to be dead, and gets buried alive. The twin who stayed 
behind goes crazy and tries to kill Rafael before getting shot dead by the third 
brother, who runs off, leaving Rafael alone on the farm. He takes the bills out of 
their hiding place – which he knew – and scatters them to the winds.  

The author describes the characters’ feelings with great subtlety, portrays 
Argentina’s harsh landscapes beautifully, and keeps the suspense up throughout 
the book. Readers will enjoy both the quality of the writing and the well-
constructed plot. 

Sandrine Collette was born in 1970. She is the author of DES NOEUDS 
D’ACIER (Denoël, 2013) and UN VENT DE CENDRES (Denoël, 2014). DES 
NOEUDS D’ACIER proved a commercial and critical success with almost 65,000 
copies sold, and was awarded the Grand Prix de littérature policière in 2013. 

« On est ici au pays du grand roman noir, saupoudré d'un brin de nature 
writing, pour livrer un véritable western crépusculaire. » — Le Matricule 
des anges  

« Une des romancières les plus accomplies de la littérature noire, qui a un 
style d'une ampleur, d'un souffle... C'est excessivement remarquable. Il n'y 
en a pas beaucoup en France qui arrive à ça. » — France Inter 
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Frédéric Couderc 
LE JOUR SE LEVE ET CE N’EST PAS LE TIEN 

(The Day Rises And It Is Not Yours) 
Héloïse d’Ormesson, September 2016, 336 pages 

 

◊ Long-listed for the Prix du roman Fnac 2016. 

◊ A passionate love affair between a woman and a heroic 
guerrilla paternally protected by Fidel Castro.  

◊ Inspired by the history of the Cuban Revolution. 

◊ A fascinating investigation from Long Island to Havana.  

A breathtaking and sentimental thriller in which love does not go well with 
power and a political novel at once.  

Dorothy Parker wishes to be buried in the Long Island Union cemetery. Her 
son Leonard has no idea why but decides to clear up the mystery surrounding 
his origins. His investigation takes him back to 1959 in Havana where her 
mother had an affair with a heroic guerilla and starts discovering many secrets 
that will help him to understand his true identity.  

Frédéric Couderc is a great traveler. He lives in Cape Town three months a 
year. He used to be an international reporter and now dedicates himself to writing fiction 
and teaches creative writing. His fifth novel UN ETE BLANC ET NOIR (2013) has 
been awarded the Prize of the Popular Novel.  

« Ce roman, doté d’une conviction romanesque en béton armé, nous entraîne 
dans une folle histoire d’amour, une enquête dangereuse et des allers-retours 

haletants entre La Havane de 1959 et celle d’aujourd’hui. » – Madame 
Figaro 

“Un roman passionnant tendu entre deux époques.” Elle 

“Breathtaking.” Caryl Ferey 

 « Histoire d’amours et destin tragique, un très beau roman à l’écriture vive, 
captivante, émouvante. » – Librairie Pages d’écriture 

« Frédéric Couderc n’a rien à envier à un James Elroy ou à un Henning 
Mankell tant cette épopée romanesque époustouflante mêlée à une intrigue 
politico-historique dense, est intelligente, captivante et totalement réussie. Le 
lecture de ce roman (…) est un régal pour sa trame, le style romanesque 
mâtinée d’une belle couleur journalistique et l’histoire menée avec une main 
de maître dans son suspense et son dénouement. Roman historique, 
sentimental, polar politique et noir : tous les éléments forment une alchimie 
subtile et haletante pour ce grand livre d’aventures à mettre dans toutes les 
mains. » – Lire moins 
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Jérémy Fel 
LES LOUPS À LEUR PORTE 

(The Wolves At Their Door) 
Rivages, September 2015, 448 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in Germany (DTV) and Russia (Eksmo). 

◊ Winner of: Prix du Polar en séries 2016. 

◊ Shorlisted for the Prix Cultura ‘Talents à découvrir’ 2015. 

◊ Longlisted for the Prix du Style 2015. 

◊ This dark, fast-paced page-turned is like a cross between 
Stephen King’s dark vision and the violence of family 
relations in Joyce Carol Oates’s work.  

◊ A startlingly realistic writing style that portrays with both 
precision and subtlety just how far violence and 
monstrosity can go. 

◊ Ambiguous characters, who all have at least a touch of 
humanity; the serial killer’s psychology is reminiscent of 
My Friend Dahmer (Abrams, 2012). 

In a fast-paced and Machiavellian first novel, Jérémy Fel explores the 
limits of human cruelty. The author weaves several dark and violent tales 
into the story of a serial killer who changes his identity after killing his 
parents, taking us through the American mid-west from the 1970s to the 
present day. 

This is the story of Daryl Greer, an ordinary young American who turns into a 
serial killer by the name of Walter after burning his parent’s house down when 
he was still a teen. A few years later, Walter has a son with a young woman 
named Mary Beth, who leaves the boy with a couple she knows, for his own 
safety. The son, Scott, is raised by the Lambs until he turns 16, when Walter 
kidnaps him and sets off to find Mary Beth. After a terrifying chase scene, 
Mary Beth manages to rescue her son from his ultra-violent father’s clutches. 

Sub-plots also tell the story of a serial killer on the loose in the region of Nantes, 
France; of a child-abusing camp counselor; and of a man who, after a crime of 
passion, saves a young woman by helping her fly to the USA... All these 
disparate strands come together into a single narrative of man’s barbarity, but 
also of hope for redemption. 

Jérémy Fel has been a scriptwriter for short films. He has also opened a 
bookstore in Rouen. LES LOUPS À LEUR PORTE is his first novel. 

 “ This debut novel about the monstrous face of American self-made men has 
a fascinatingly Faulkner-esque construction.” — L’Obs 

“A tribute to the resources of sotry-telling that is also a demonstration of 
narrative structure.” — Le Monde des livres 

“Stephen King has found a spiritual son in Jérémy (ortho?) Fel, who, with 
Les Loups à leur porte, offers us one of the most exciting (and important) 
novels of the season.”  — Technikart 

“Bristling with American culture, but never weighed down by the references, 
Jeremy Fel has written a brilliant debut novel in the guise of a fictional 
jigsaw puzzle, while demonstrating tremendous mastery in both narration 
and construction.” “A highly addictive tale: shades of Stephen King and 
David Lynch.”  — Vogue 

 “… a fairy tale for adults: you won’t devour this book; it will devour you.”  
— Le Figaro Magazine  
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Johana Gustawsson 
BLOCK 46 

Bragelonne, October 2015, 227 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Vikend), UK � (Orenda 
Books), Italy (La Corte), �Brazil (Darkside). 

◊ Nouvelle Plume d’argent 2016.  

◊ A dark, raw thriller that leads us on the trail of Nazi 
monsters who took refuge in Scandinavia. 

◊ An investigation led by two strong and mysterious women 
who make their male counterparts feel uncomfortable. 

◊ A well-documented, masterfully executed detective novel, 
very much in the same vein as MILLENIUM. 

◊ The first novel in a series of well-researched investigations 
set in England and Sweden  

◊ A duo of female investigators consumed by their 
fascination for serial killers  

◊ A plunge into the barbarity of the Nazi camps  

◊ A page-turner evoking the best Scandinavian crime novels  

 

2014: London is being terrorized by a serial killer who is leaving mutilated 
bodies of little boys all over the city.  

Emily Roy, a brilliant profiler with an icy personal manner, is taken aback 
when she finds out that a woman’s body with the same mutilations has been 
found in Sweden. Convinced that they are dealing with a sociopathic duo, 
Emily leads the investigation with the help of a French writer, Alexis Castels. In 
addition to being specialized in serial killers, Alexis is also an old friend of the 
Swedish victim. The two women delve into the tortured psyche of the two 
killers whose profile gradually emerges: a father and son, the older man is a 
death-camp survivor suffering from Stockholm syndrome. Unless he is a front 
for a Nazi scientist who is intent on continuing his experiments. 

Johana Gustawson presents the first Emily Roy-Alexis Castells investigation. 
With a dark and chilling atmosphere, this psychological and historical thriller 
has a truly unexpected ending. 

Born in 1978 in Marseille and with a degree in political science, Johana 
Gustawsson has worked as a journalist for the French press and television. She married 
a Swede and lives now in London. She was the co-author of a bestseller, On se 
retrouvera, published by Fayard Noir in France, whose television adaptation drew over 
7 million viewers. 
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Joseph Incardona 
CHALEUR 

(Heat) 
 Finitude, January 2017, 160 pages 

 

◊ French pocket rights sold (Pocket). 

◊ Incardona approaches serious themes with a rhythmical 
instinctual and fast writing that tackles profound topics 
such as loneliness, illness and addiction in an entertaining 
and yet tragic way. 

◊ A dark humour novel set in an unusual setting, during an 
absurd event, staging two seemingly opposite competitors 
who eventually come to understand each other. 

◊ A noir novel that deals with human relationships and 
hidden agendas. 

◊ An unexpected outcome that defines Joseph Incardona’s 
style. 

In a remote city in Finland, competitors from around the world gather for 
the World Sauna Championship. Although completely different at first, two 
candidates share the same eagerness to win the award no matter what it 
takes. 

Heinola, a Finnish city close to Helsinki, is known for hosting once per year the 
World Sauna Championship. And for the past three years Niko Tanner, a 

renowned Finnish porn star, is the acclaimed winner of the prestigious award. 
Eager to win again and confident in his success, he has only one worthy 
opponent: Igor Azarov, a sixty-year-old short Russian man. At this time of year 
in Finland, locals finally emerge from the long and harsh winter, eager to 
socialize and gather around crazy competitions. Niko has his own fan club and 
enjoys being a provocative competitor thus showing up at the very last minute 
to enrol for the competition. Igor on the other side is organised and takes it very 
seriously. But nobody pays attention to him. As the competition begins, each 
participant gets ready in his own way. Niko along with his girlfriend and porn 
actress Loviisa Foxx, drinks vodka, smokes, and takes drugs every night, not 
caring about the rules at all. In the meantime in another hotel bedroom, Igor, 
silent and calm, focuses on his main goal: winning. But this year, something is 
different. The gigantic Finnish is nervous, and the short Russian man is hiding 
something. As the competition goes on, Igor’s health condition gets worse. He is 
ill, very ill. This competition will be the last, and he is up to no good. 

Joseph Incardona proves once more his ability to turn small events into 
intriguing tales. His characters are well structured, exuberant and complex at 
the same time. The storyline is remarkably efficient and the outcome truly 
unexpected. A masterstroke.  

Joseph Incardona is Swiss with Italian roots. He is the author of nine novels, of 
comic trips and scripts. He recently co-directed his first feature film « Milky Way ». In 
2015 he is awarded the prize of the Grand Prix de la Littérature Policière for the novel 
DERRIÈRE LES PANNEAUX IL Y A LES HOMMES (Editions Finitude), and was 
previsouly awarded the Grand Prix du Roman Noir du Festival de Beaune in 2011.He is 
45 and a member of the Italian football team of writers. 
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Olivier Norek 
SURTENSIONS 

(Over-Tension) 
Michel Lafon, March 2016, 480 pages 

 

◊ Prix du Polar Européen 2016 du « Point ». 

◊ The reader will be both delighted and surprised by this 
outcome.  

◊ A realistic writing style. 

◊ This story can be read separatedly from the two first 
volumes of the trilogy! 

In this third volume of a trilogy about the Captain Coste’s investigations, 
the author makes the characters reach their point of no return. 

Lost souls and crimes of passion: before redemption, there is sometimes a need 
for revenge. A sister accepts to risk her life for helping her brother to escape 
from the most dangerous prison in France. A father is willing to do anything to 
save his family from four predators that have penetrated into his house and 
ready to stay as long as they need. Five criminals – a paedophile, a murderer, a 
former Serbian legionary, a kidnapper and a robber – end up in the same story 
and Captain Coste gets involved in this nest of vipers that is threatening all the 
persons he cares the most about.  

Olivier Norek has been a police Lieutenant at the research section of the SDPJ 
93 for 17 years. He is the author of CODE 93 and TERRITOIRES, both acclaimed by 
critics.  

« Les polars d’Olivier Norek ne ressemblent à aucun autre. » – France 
Info 

« Il est fortiche, Norek, qui excelle à renouveler ses angles d'attaque - l'enfer 
du milieu carcéral, l'argent comme éternel passe-droit. Pas de clichés, pas de 
happy end. Son réalisme fait l'effet d'une gifle. Reste une équipe soudée aux 
allures de famille, des flics humains donc faillibles. Attachants, forcément. » 
– L’Express 

« Avec son regard implacable sur notre époque et nos malfrats, Olivier 
Norek a électrisé le jury. » – Le Point 
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Niko Tackian 
LA NUIT N’EST JAMAIS COMPLÈTE  

(Night Is Never Complete) 
Scrinéo, March 2016, 268 pages 

 

◊ Shortlisted for the Prix du Festival polar de Cognac. 

◊ French paperback rights preempted (Pocket).  

◊ Breathtaking suspense and a totally unexpected final plot 
twist that isn’t revealed until the last 30 pages. 

◊ An efficient, cinematic writing style. 

◊ A fascinating reading experience: the author cleverly 
introduces codes and symbols, the better to overturn them 
later. 

◊ All of the ingredients of a thriller that convinces you that 
it’s a true story: the anxiety-inducing atmosphere, 
inexplicable mysterious events, macabre details and more. 

After his first thriller, QUELQUE PART AVANT L’ENFER (Somewhere 
Before Hell), winner of the 2015 Library Association Award at the Festival 
de Cognac and nominated for 5 other prizes, Niko Tackian is back with a 
breathtaking new huis-clos set in a coal mine in the middle of the American 
desert. 

The road stretches on through rocky desert as far as the eye can see. Arielle and 
Jimmy are eating up the asphalt at the wheel of their battered old Ford. But 
when father and daughter stumble upon a police roadblock and are forced to 
spend the night there, everything goes haywire... Along with three other 
travelers, they wake up alone, abandoned, capsized by the road. A few miles 
away, two immense metal towers thrust into the sky like rusted corpses 
suffering the ravages of time. A few forlorn houses of crumpled sheet metal 
huddle together against the wind. This abandoned mine will be their refuge… 
or their worst nightmare: mysterious noises, the gruesome discovery of 
children’s bones, the disappearance of one member of the group and the 
amputation of one leg of another... A journey into darkness that Jimmy holds 
the key to, and for a very good reason: the whole tale is in fact a nightmare 
Jimmy had when he slipped into a coma after a stroke.  

A psychological thriller based on the themes of psychic exploration and how the 
brain handles trauma. 

From writing to filmmaking, Niko Tackian expresses himself with the same 
verve in films and comic books, TV and video games. He has written the screenplays for 
over 20 films, and directed Azad, which won prizes at film festivals around the world. 
Rights to his first novel, QUELQUE PART AVANT L’ENFER (2015) have been sold 
to the France Loisirs book club, to Pocket for paperback and to the producer Capa TV.  
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FANTASY	&	SF	
Olivier Paquet 

JARDIN D’HIVER 
(Winter Garden) 

 L’Atalante, August 2016, 400 pages 

 

◊ Olivier Paquet confirms his status as an inventive author of 
social science fiction, with plots that can be interpreted in 
different ways. 

◊ A futuristic novel with aspects of a Greek tragedy, in which 
the characters – both human and mechanical – are dogged 
by inexorable fate. 

In a Europe ravaged by war, machines and GMO’s, Olivier Paquet 
explores the possibilities offered by artificial intelligence, and reflects upon 
our relationship with technical progress. 

In the context of global warming, a conflict has arisen in Europe between 
specialist engineers flying the flag of the Consortium and eco-terrorist groups of 
the Cooperative. This war has now lasted fornearly 20 years, following an 
incident called « the crime of the century ». Each camp has developed its own 
weapons : robot animals for the engineers, mechanical plants for the ecologists. 

The story is about a band of Cossak smugglers who live by salvaging spare 
parts from battles and whose philosophy can be summed up thus : « We are 

smugglers and refuse to belong to any particular camp. It is our choice to piss 
everyone off. » 

One night, they come upon a stranger who is behaving very oddly, he has lost 
his memory. This chance discovery will make them cross Europe in search of 
both the past and the green shoots of the future. 

A doctor of political science and an expert on the former Czechoslovakia, 
Olivier Paquet is fascinated by science fiction, Japanese cartoons and mangas. He is a 
broadcaster on the radio programme « Mauvais genres » on France Culture, where he 
regularly gives talks on his favourite topics.  
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Romain Lucazeau 
LATIUM VOLUME 1  

Denoël, October 2016, 600 pages  

 

◊ A space opera with blazing galactic battles and particularly 
twisted power struggles. A great and dizzying science-
fiction opus, worthy of a Dan Simmons or an Iain M. 
Banks. 

The space opera event of Fall 2016! In a distant future, the human species 
has been wiped out by a mysterious evil, the Slaughter. 

Following man’s extinction, a people of intelligent robots remain that have 
metamorphosed into giant stellar space ships. Within the confines of Urbs, 
orphaned by their creators’ and their gods’ demise, these neurotic and lonely 
space princes and princesses await the inevitable invasion of an alien race. 
Despite their formidable strength, their programming prevents them from 
opposing these invaders. Plautine is one of these intelligent robots. The last to 
believe in the mystical return of Man, she has drifted for centuries within 
Latium. Her ancient ally, the ambitious proconsul Othon, also lives in exile, but 
on a far-off planet. He has a secret weapon: a new race of dog-men, heroic and 
primitive warriors that he intends to turn into his auxiliary soldiers. When 
Plautine detects a mysterious signal like the recollection of a very ancient event 
that she no longer remembers clearly, she knows that her quest has begun. She 
doesn’t know yet to what extent her fate is intertwined with the war that Othon 
is preparing to wage. 

Romain Lucazeau 
LATIUM VOLUME 2  

Denoël, November 2016, 600 pages  

 

◊ A great and dizzying science-fiction opus worthy of a Dan 
Simmons or an Iain M. Banks. 

The space opera event of Fall 2016 continues! 

After the battle that pitted the enormous Transitoria ship against the barbarians 
from beyond the boundaries of Latium, Othon and Plautine go to Urbs, the 
robot city and the center of all things. There, another war is brewing: a 
merciless battle for the absolute power that Othon covets. Meanwhile, the 
barbarian threat is becoming more and more pressing and the enigma of the 
disappearance of the human species still needs to be resolved. 

Plautine can feel it: after thousands of years of searching, she has never been 
closer to the truth. Feeding off of Leibniz’ philosophy and Cornelian theatre, 
Latium is a space opera with blazing galactic battles and particularly twisted 
power struggles.  

Romain Lucazeau, a specialist in philosophy, taught at the Institut d’Études 
Politiques and at La Sorbonne Paris IV University before shifting gears to economic 
strategy advising. Latium, the fruit of six years of work, is his first novel.  
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Pierre Bordage 
ARKANE 

Book 1 The Desolation  
Book 2 The Resurrection 

Bragelonne, forthcoming in 2017, 60,000 words per book 

 

◊ A formative journey with engaging, sophisticated 
characters that evolve in a world riddled with danger 

◊ The return of a master storyteller whose fertile 
imagination is prized by a large readership 

A city rife with conspiracies and uprising. Yet the greatest threat will come 
from the outside 

Arkane is a labyrinth city governed by seven founding houses with corrupt 
power concentrated in the Heights, the luxurious upper levels. Court intrigues, 
poisonings, murders and black magic all take place there. Meanwhile the 
condemned and outcast are in the Dumps neighborhood. 

When some of the houses form an alliance to eliminate the Drac house, this 
upsets the balance in Arkane, and Oziel, the last representative of its clan, flees 
the city’s Heights. She tries to reach the Dumps to join her brother and raise an 
army among the prisoners in the terrible penal colony in the depths of the city. 

Along the way she will meet Renn, an apprentice rock wizard, and Orik, a 
warrior from a faraway land, who have come to Arkane to warn the city leaders 
of an invasion by a horde of frightening creatures from the north... 

Pierre Bordage is the author of over forty novels. Renowned and translated 
throughout the world, he is best known for his series Les Guerriers du Silence (The 
Warriors of Silence). 
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Manon Fargetton 
LES ILLUSIONS DE SAV-LOAR 

(The Illusions of Sav-Loar) 
Bragelonne, November 2016, 220,000 words 

 

◊ An inspiring female-driven story. 

◊ Captivating, fluid writing that draws the reader into an 
ambitious tapestry. 

◊ An independent narrative in the same realm as The Legaçy 
of the Crosser-Kings, Prix Imaginales award for best French 
novel 2016. 

The end of the war between magicians could come from a slave girl 
discovering her powers. 

In the kingdom of Shadow, the women who possess the gift are persecuted by 
men from the Closed, the patriarchal religious order. For centuries now these 
women have taken refuge in the legendary Sav-Loar, a city at the heart of the 
Forest of Dreams protected by spells and illusions. 

When Blue becomes a teenager, she discovers her powers and joins forces with 
a group of slaves pursued by the Closed. Heading to the city of banished female 
magicians, she will cross paths with Fèl, a manipulative beauty enamored with 
freedom, and Til’Enarion, a formidable member of the Closed who hunts down 
young female magicians. 

The war between magicians reaches its peak, and the reckoning has come for 
the established order. 

Manon Fargetton, equally at ease with fantasy, thrillers, and young-adult 
fiction (a winner of the Grand Prix du Journal de Mickey 2014), is firmly set on making 
her own literary path, with all the finesse and imagination that characterize her writing 
style. 
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YOUNG	ADULT/CROSS	OVER	
Luc Blanvillain 

LE MONDE SELON WALDEN 
(The World According To Walden) 

Éditions Scrinéo, October 2016, 160 pages  

 

◊ Walden: an eccentric and endearing teenager who stands 
for a positive and empowering image of being different. 

◊ A story about the influence and risks of social networks 
and the star system. 

◊ A tale intertwining atypical characters, exceptional 
situations and lessons in self-confidence. 

In a world where being different is often not accepted, Walden will become 
an internet star and a role model. 

Walden is not your average teen. He likes axolotls and wears the strangest 
clothes; his girlfriend is hardly model material, and his best best friend chases 
intra-terrestrials. All of which means that he’s not exactly the most popular boy 
in school, but he’s happy. His classmates sometimes try to bully him, but he has 
an unbeatable response: he sings an opera aria.  
One day, a schoolmate films one of those bizarre scenes and posts it on line, 
where it goes viral. A former child star whose fame is fading takes Walden 
under his wing, turning him into a teen idol. Walden becomes THE person to 
follow and to try to be like. Overwhelmed by his sudden fame, Walden attempts 

awkwardly to use it to do good: to help save the planet and to make a world 
closer to his own image. But when he attracts on-line enemies, the situation 
soon spins out of control. The life of the girl he loves is at risk.  

Passionate about reading Luc Blanvillain is a professor of literature and the 
author of mainly children’s and young-adult novels. A prolific writer, his books have 
been published by many different houses: Milan poche, Plon, L’école des loisirs, Le 
Seuil, Hachette. LE MONDE SELON WALDEN is his second novel published by 
Scrineo. 
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Carina Rozenfeld 
ZALIM 

Éditions Scrinéo, October 2016, 300 pages  

 

◊ A story brimming with political conspiracies, secret loves 
and blood-curdling battles. 

◊ Female characters with strong, feminist personalities, who 
shape their own fates. 

◊ More intriguing volumes to come. 

In a medieval-seeming setting with a steam-punk touch, two neighboring 
kingdoms surrounded by fjords have been waging merciless war. 

After 500 years of war, the end is near and one kingdom is about to fall under a 
siege. To avoid seeing its population decimated and its culture wiped out, it has 
no choice but to use the ultimate weapon: a demon. The decision is a very risky 
one, however, because it will unleash dark forces that are beyond anyone’s 
control. The demon blindly slashes, demolishes and mutilates whatever it 
encounters, without distinction of uniform or nationality. What’s worse is that 
in order to perform its evil deeds, it must take possession of a human body and 
soul, without that person realizing what has happened.  

Everyone wonders who the host body is as the ever bloodier and more 
horrifying massacres pile up. The revelation will take place during a ball, 
shocking everyone. The demon chose the princess, the king’s beloved, 
pampered daughter and heir to the throne. She is forced to flee to protect her 

people, but that may not suffice, because the demon’s ascendancy over her is 
growing…  

Carina Rozenfeld is a prolific author of young-adult novels in the science-
fiction, fantasy and imaginary genres. She is best known for LE LIVRE DES ÂMES 
(The Book of Souls), the first volume of her LA QUÊTE DES LIVRES-MONDE (The 
Quest for World-Books), in Editions Intervista’s Cinémascope collection, edited by Luc 
Besson. Her popularity is booming, and her she has won numerous literary  prizes. 
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Guillaume Benech 
WILLIAM CLARCK 1 

Michel Lafon, September 2016, 304 pages 

 

◊ Entry into the world of hackers, inspired by real deeds, as 
the author has hacked his own school more than once.  

◊ French and British secret services as seen through the eyes 
of a 15-year-old boy, who will prove to be cleverer than 
they. 

◊ A straightforward and efficient style, punctuated with 
technical details about computer systems and hacking, as 
well as broader international cultural references.  

At age 16, Guillaume Benech, a talented young author, has drawn 
inspiration from his own experience as a hacker for this story in which a 
teenager uses his hacking skills to save his father, a secret-service agent, 
from falling into a trap laid by an old enemy. 

William Clarck, 15, often hacks his high school’s computers to help out his 
friends whose cell phones have been confiscated. But when his mother is 
murdered, his father admits his true profession: secret agent. When his father 
sets out to find the killer, a sworn enemy of his called Rorschach, William and 
his best friend, Zoë, who is known for her recklessness, decide to get involved. 
Taking advantage of his computer skills, they will track Rorschach, even if it 
means getting in MI6’s way. They expose a plot against the Clarck family, 
working out who is pulling the strings… and it’s not the man who murdered 
William’s mother. In fact, an old girlfriend of William’s dad still has it in for him 
and wants revenge. She did try to kill William during the investigation, but she 

isn’t the one who killed William’s mother. So William is still looking for his 
mother’s killer, while in the meantime, the French secret services want to hire 
him. 

A tale of action and espionage that highlights the characters’ intelligence rather 
than their brute strength.  

Guillaume Benech is a 16-year-old author. He has been writing since he was a 
child, and founded his own publishing house, L’Petit Mardi, staffed entirely by teens, in 
order to publish his own work. This, his third novel, whose hacking theme was inspired 
by his own skills, is being published by Michel Lafon.   
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Olivier Gay 
FAUX FRÈRE, VRAI SECRET 

(Wrong Brother, Real Secret) 
Bragelonne, November 2016, 60,000 words 

 

◊ An original standalone about artificial intelligence. 

◊ A text that tackles the topic of bullying at high school.  

◊ A novel with wide appeal, about ambiguous friendships 
between boys and girls. 

Léa’s new adopted brother seems way too gifted  to be only human... and to 
remain unnoticed 

One night, Léa’s father tells her something that will change her life. A couple of 
friends have passed away, and their sixteen-year-old son, Mike, is coming to 
live with them. He will sleep in the bedroom next to hers, share her bathroom, 
and attend her high school! 

Her father also asks Léa to let him know about any «strange» behavior... Now 
she’s a babysitter at high school. In other words, her peaceful life is over. Mike 
is extremely gifted – he runs faster than an Olympic sprinter and can solve 
university level mathematical theorems. As a result, he attracts the attention of 
those Léa has always struggled to avoid, and now the class bullies are going to 
make their life hell. 

Léa will confront a barrage of problems. But she is also determined to uncover 
all the secrets of this too talented «brother»... 

Olivier Gay, born in Grenoble in 1979, is a French writer of crime, fantasy and 
horror novels, for both adults and young adults. 
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Manon Fargetton 
 AUSSI LIBRES QU’UN RÊVE 

(Free as a Dream) 
Bragelonne, May 2016, 194 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold: Korea (reverted, Sun & Tree). 

◊ A dystopia in line with major young-adult bestsellers, for 
ages 10 +.  

◊ A political story about injustice and equal rights.  

◊ The fine, lively writing style of an up-and-coming author.  

◊ Prix Chronos � 

◊ Prix Ruralivre en Nord Pas de Calais. 

◊ Prix des collégiens de l’Estuaire � 

◊ Prix Jacaranda. 

When birthdates determine one’s place in society, radically different fates 
may await two sisters 

At the end of the 21st century, the Birthdate law tells you which job you’ll get. If 
you’re born in January, you can have your dream job: actor, singer, anything is 
possible. Born in December you’re at the bottom of the barrel! 

Minöa and Silnëi are twin sisters born several minutes apart the night of the 
31st of December – the first at 11:58 p.m. and the second at 12:07 a.m.! The 

tyranny of Birthdates promises them radically different destinies, but that won’t 
stop them from joining forces to battle injustice and the established order. 

They find help from Kléano, rebel singer in a rock group who may be more 
important to overthrowing the dictatorship than he would ever know... Because 
some secrets are well-kept, and President Wallow may have bypassed his own 
law in order to grant his son all the advantages of a noble birth. 

Manon Fargetton, equally at ease with fantasy, thrillers, and young-adult 
fiction (a winner of the Grand Prix du Journal de Mickey 2014), is firmly set on making 
her own literary path, with all the finesse and imagination that characterize her writing 
style. 
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Silène Edgar & Paul Beorn 
14-14 

Bragelonne, April 2014, 352 pages 

 

◊ Rights sold in Czech Republic (Albatros Media), Taïwan 
(Prunsoop), China (Eastern), Brazil, Lithuania (Nieko 
Rimto), Latvia (Janis Roze). Korea (Prunsoop),  Taiwan 
(Eastern). 

◊ English samples are available!  

◊ Prix des Incorruptibles 2015-2016 � 

◊ Prix Tatoulu 2016 � 

◊ Prix Gulli 2014 for best novel � 

◊ Prix du roman contemporain de Poitiers 

◊ Prix des Embouquineurs  

◊ Prix des P’tits Bouquineurs en Seine  

◊ Themes close to teenagers’ hearts: school, parents, 
friendship and love 

◊ A skilfully drawn, fantastic parallel, which will allow 
readers to plunge into this crucial historical period 

◊ Strong suspense right up to the end: what will happen to 
the boy in 1914?  

◊ This skilfully drawn, fantastic parallel, will allow readers 
to plunge into a crucial historical period and to follow the 
story of a beautiful friendship.  

◊ Ideal themes for teenagers: school, parents, friendship and 
love. 

◊ Strong suspense right up to the end: what will happen to 
the boy in 1914? 

Two teenagers exchange letters. One lives in 2014... the other in 1914.  

A century lies between them... Adrien and Hadrien are two thirteen-year-old 
boys and they live only a few kilometres from one another in northern France. 
They both have problems in school, at home, and with girls, like most boys their 
age. There’s only one thing that sets them apart: Adrien lives in the year 2014, 
and Hadrien in 1914. But magic intervenes in their destinies and two mailboxes 
appear before their respective houses, allowing them to exchange letters when 
they each believe that they are writing to a distant cousin. Once they 
understand what is going on, Adrien realises he needs to warn Hadrien that the 
First World War is about to break out and he must seek shelter at all costs. 

Will Hadrien believe him? Will Adrien manage to save this boy who has 
become his closest friend despite the century that separates them? 

Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for middle school teachers. 
She is also the author of several novels for middle-grade and young adult readers. 

Paul Beorn vowed, when he was five, to become ‘the most exciting writer in 
the whole wide world’. Since then, he committed to keep that promise and has already 
written several adult fantasy, YA and middle-grade novels which have earned him 
numerous awards. 

“A moving and compelling tale of two lives separated by a hundred-year 
interval.” 

"A well-deserved  consecration" Téléloisirs 
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MIDDLE	GRADE 
Paul Beorn  

UN OGRE EN CAVALE  
(Ogre on the Run) 

Bragelonne, March 2016, 288 pages 

 

◊ An engaging main character in which numerous young girls 
can identify; at the crossroad between childhood and 
adolescence, torn between staying who she is and what 
society wants her to be, unconfident about her feminity 
and physique and full of childhood dreams. 

◊ A novel which broaches subjects like the lack of self-
confidence, bullying and first love. 

◊ A gripping race around the most iconic places of Paris: the 
cathedral of Notre Dame of Paris, the Louvres Museum, 
the Place Vendome and the Galeries Lafayette.  

◊ A story that is likely to be developed in several volumes. 

Being the last person on Earth to believe in magic is not particularly 
relaxing, Jeanne can't say otherwise...  

While she's at the hospital, in the coma, a rude, terrifying and extremely 
repugnant ogre slips into her room, steals her heart and runs away, destroying 
everything in his path. Then, a man dressed as a musketeer and a talking cat use 

her body as a gate to enter her world and go into search of the monster without 
thanking her or even showing her any sign of gratitude. Jeanne's chances of 
survival are tiny, but staying at the hospital waiting for her death is not an 
option. Despite the danger, this combative and determined girl enters an epic 
chase against the ogre to get her heart back, at all costs. On this terrific 
adventure, she teams up with the cat, which appears to be an attractive teenage 
boy able to shift shape. When she retrieves her heart, she can't hide her feelings 
for the young man anymore and she leaves everything behind to follow him in 
his world.  

In this frantic race, Jeanne will make friends with a ghost princess, meet 
goblins with a strange hobbie, fight against nougat gargoyles and prevent an 
evil Comtess to control Earth. UN OGRE EN CAVALE is a thrilling novel, 
playing with references from the fantastic and adventure genres, comical 
situations and surprising twists and turns.  

Paul Beorn vowed once to become ‘the most exciting writer in the whole wide 
world’. With all the solemnity a 5-year-old could manage. Since then, he committed to 
keep that promise and has already written several adult fantasy, YA and middle-grade 
novels which have earned him numerous awards. He already published 14-14 (rights 
sold in Lithuania) awarded by the Prix Gulli. 
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Silène Edgar 
LES LETTRES VOLÉES 

(Stolen Letters) 
Bragelonne, May 2016, 300 pages 

 
 

◊ A dive into the childhood of a famous character surrounded 
by major figures who have left their mark on history. 

◊ Excerpts from the letters give rhythm to the narrative. 

◊ An exceptional and fascinating context: the famous château 
de Vaux-le-Vicomte and French court life during the 17th-
century. 

Under the Sun King, one teenage girl’s search for identity in the merciless 
world of nobility 

Françoise is the daughter of the famous Marquise de Sévigné, whose thinking 
and prose have enchanted the French court. The young woman has been 
invited to her first dinner with nobles, where she must dazzle everyone with 
both her vivacity and beauty. Intimidated by the idea of meeting Jean de la 
Fontaine and Madame de La Fayette, the young girl commits a faux pas. 
Furious, her mother is prepared to instil in her once again all the rules of 
morality and good manners. What rotten luck! 

But when her mother’s cousin suggests that Françoise spend some time at the 
château of the famous Fouquet, she is given the opportunity to make her start in 
the world. She will also learn that her perfect mother is hiding a secret that 

must be kept under wraps at all costs. Navigating her way through malicious 
gossip, scheming, and compliments with double meanings, the young 
Mademoiselle de Sévigné will lead an investigation and find the traces of a 
compromising paper that might prove the existence of a liaison between her 
mother and Fouquet... Could he be Françoise’s secret father? 

Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for middle school teachers. 
She was awarded the Prix Gulli 2014 for best novel, along with her accomplice Paul 
Beorn, for the middle-grade novel 14-14. 
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Maxence Fermine 
LE SYNDROME DU PAPILLON  

(The butterfly syndrome) 
Michel Lafon, October 2016, 288  pages 

 

◊ The success of the first of Maxence Fermine’s children’s 
trilogy, La Petite Marchande de rêves, which received 
critical acclaim from reviewers and young readers alike, 
with over 30,000 copies (three volumes) sold in hardback 
and 15,000 in paperback! 

◊ A contemporary romance that will delight John Green 
fans. 

Hugo Mars, 17, is a teenager with a difference.  Afflicted by a strange 
condition, the butterfly syndrome – a neurological disorder that means he 
cannot make choices – he is committed to a psychiatric hospital after a 
severe episode of depression. 

But life is sometimes surprising. Because it is in this establishment with its 
difficult reputation that he has the most beautiful meeting of his life.  With the 
flamboyant, outlandish Morgane Saint James, a girl with red hair and piercing 
green eyes who is interested only in geniuses.   

Hugo immediately falls under her charm and thanks to her gradually regains his 
love of live.  However, she suddenly leaves the hospital one day without leaving 
a forwarding address.  Hugo decides to find her, whatever the cost and there 
then follows a mad odyssey through Paris in search of this wild flower that has 
tamed his heart.  

 
Maxence Fermine is, among other works, the author of the cult book Neige 

[« Snow »] and the children’s trilogy La Petite Marchande de rêves [“The Little Dream 
Merchant”], La Poupée de porcelaine [“The Porcelain Doll”] and La Fée des glaces [“The 
Ice-Cream Fairy”]. Le Syndrome du papillon, his first book for teenagers, is an out-of-the-
ordinary love story featuring two characters who have been battered by life.  
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ILLUSTRATED	
Jean-Jacques Sempé 

SINCÈRES AMITIÉS  
Denoël, October, 2015, 250 color and black & white illustrations 

 

◊ UK (Phaidon/ World English Rights), Germany 
(Diogenes) , Korea (Open Books), China (China Citic). 

◊ Featuring plenty of previously unpublished material, 
Sempé’s beautiful album celebrates friendship with the 
talent, tender subtlety and wit that has already made him 
world famous. 

In this new album, Sempé questions with mischievous and sagacious 
kindness the many rules that govern friendship, and uses his sense of 
humour to hide the fact that this is a most serious matter. His assessment 
is luminous: stuck between vanity and pretension, adult friendship is 
vulnerable and crumbly. And precisely because he ranks it as one of the 
most fundamental human feelings he goes on to demonstrate how it relies 
mostly on rare and invaluable moments of grace. 

When asked to define what constitutes the basis of friendship, Jean-Jacques 
Sempé bursts into laughter, and kindly makes fun of the question, as if his sense 
of decency prevented him from using such a formidable word... 

In contrast, his drawings have always dwelled upon the pact, most often 
implicit, that bounds two friends together. Whether friendship feeds on secret 
acquaintances (Raoul Taburin), shared conditions (Marcellin Caillou), or the 
suffering of a third party (Monsieur Lambert), it always thrives on rituals that 
lay the foundation of affinity. Joyous kids walking side by side, ladies on their 
bikes, men chatting in a bistro, they all tell the same tale of how precious 
friendship is, and how difficult it is to achieve lasting harmony. 

 “There’s nothing easy about friendship. It requires discretion, dedication and 
decency”. Jean-Jacques Sempé confides in the lengthy interview that opens 
this book. And the drawings that follow (among which many are previously 
unpublished) demonstrate his statement, whilst also offering lucid insights into 
the unfathomable mystery of our most secret emotions. 

Sempé’s albums are published all around the world: Germany (Diogenes), UK 
and US (Phaidon), Italy (Donzelli), China (China Citic), Korea (Open Books), 
etc. 

Jean-Jacques Sempé was born in Bordeaux in 1932. His rich career began in 
the 1960s and would give rise to more than thirty albums and characters as legendary as 
Little Nicholas (along with Goscinny), Marcellin Caillou, and Raoul Taburin. Over 
time, he has become one of the most famous and popular artists in the world. 
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Representation for Eastern & Central Europe 
Actes Sud + Rouergue + Gaia 
Anne Carrière 
Arléa 
Atalante 
Bartillat  
Belfond (selected titles) 
Boréal (Canada) 
Bragelonne 
Calmann-Levy (selected titles) 
CNRS (selected titles) 
De Fallois 
Denoel (except Hungary, except graphic novels) 
Diable Vauvert (selected titles) 
Dunod (selected titles) 
Équateurs (selected titles) 
Fayard (selected titles) 
Finitude (selected titles) 
First (selected titles) 
Hachette Jeunesse (selected titles) 
Hachette Pratique (selected titles) 
Héloise D'Ormesson 
Kero (selected titles) 
L'Homme (selected titles) 
L'Olivier ((selected titles) 
La Table Ronde 
Le Dilettante (except Bulgaria) 
Le Nouveau Monde 
Lemieux (selected titles) 
Les Arènes 
Les Belles Lettres 
Les Nouveaux Auteurs 
Liana Levi 
Libella (selected titles)  
Max Milo 
Michel Lafon 
Minimum Fax 
Minuit (except back-list) 
Payot-Rivages (selected titles) 
Perrin (except Hungary, except titles by Levi-Strauss) 
Plon 
Salvator 
Scrinéo 
Serge Safran 
Stock (selected titles) 
Télémaque 
The History press 
XO Editions (selected titles) 

 

 


